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·, The first bill is the Council on regional schools will jwnp from .
~ President Donald ·G arrity . Post Secondary Educations' bill. It . $618 to $904 a year.
confirmed ·the ·fears of " many callS for tuition and fees at the
·
students about tuitic;.n· in.Creases U.W. and w.s.u. to be set at 25 perOf the fourth bill, introduced by
cent of the cost of instruction. It
in a noontime speech ·Monday
.in the SUB.· ·
·then calls for tuition and fees at Senator . Quig, President· Garrity
regional universities (CWU, EWU, stated, "It represents a, radically
"Coming into this years' . WWU) to be set at 75 percent of different view of what we should be
political races ·. and elections, it . that figure.
doing· in higher education.;'
becam,e clear early oil: there would
Senator Quigs' bill calls.Jor a 100
. be some kind of tuiti()n and.fees inall in- ·.
Of .Our current $618, $465 g9fS percent tuition increase
crease," he-said.
toward the school as cost of in- ' stitutions. This bill would set our
·Garrity exn1all1ett whv. ~n ·i n- stn,iction and the r~maining $153 to tuition alone at $3480 per year and
crease mu8t come abo!Jt ~d out- student and activities fees. If tui· that is not incb,1dmg a percentage .
tion is t<{iricrease according to this for ·student and activities fees.
lined ~ he four bills . currently.
bill· students will: be paying $87"
. submitted to the ·. legisla··~
"The bill that is receiving the
more on instructional costs alone
· ture.
and with a percentage increase in most attention .·today ·· in the
the student and activities fees, it legislature is the, Scott bill," said
The Council
t>o5t se~ondary
would bring yearly tilition and fees . Garrity. He :tµerf.: gave ·several
... Education <ioes·a study.every two
:e$~::~~
~~::.irst year and $773 reasons for _
thiS: :(~ ?.·'.. ·. .· .· ·
' · _years to adj~t.. tuition8 according
.to inflation- rates .. The current tuiUnder the, Scoit':.'bfu·. a .more
tion and fees have been the same
The second proposal, which was . substantial amount . of. "money
for four years and the tuition in- , introduced by Senator Charmley, would go toward· higher education.
crease bills before the legislature has a slightly different approach. than under ; the . current
are no surpri.Se.
The bill proposes thatthe U. W. and
·· ·
W.S.U. should set tuition and fees Ray/Spellman budget. ·
Former Gov. Dixy Lee Ray was at 25 percent of their cost- of in..·· . ..
. ...
prohibited bylaw not to include tui- struction and regional universities · "!oo ma~y peopl~ w,ent around ·.
tion increases in her budget should be set at 20 percent of their .saymg they were go~g to meet t~e
because it would constitute an in- cost. The Charmley bill will in- needs of the sta~e ~1thou~ tax ~- ·
crease in the· ·way revenue was crease yearly tuition and fee.s to cre~~es and ~Ci~- ~ s~~ty unposs1- .
generated. Gov. Spelhnan, on the $772 for the first year.
ble, stated Garrity, and Scows .
bill would of c·ou·r se raise con. other hand, now has no such constraints, so · he can include in his ·
siderably more revenue."
A third bill, which President
budget $51 million to be generated
· Garrity says is a particularly in• by tuition and fees mcreases. This
In his final comment Garrity
· . means that the 6 four year univer- teresting and .important bill, was stressed that the final shape the ·
Senator
proposed
by
Republican
sities in Washington must generate
George Scott. Scott is currently the tuit,ion increase takes . will be
.31 of the $51 million.
chairman of the Senate Ways and primarily determined by the voice ,: , .
of the students,
·· · · ·
· The Ray budget, aS modified by Means Committee, which is in
. Spellman, iS the only budget before charge of budget matters such as
Garrity also urges all students to
Washington. The only group that these. The bill will set tuition and
President Gamty disc~es the . rash of tuition bills befor~ the
cl,UTently stands to see a substan- fees at the U.W. and W.S.U. at 33 make their views and interests Legislature, but some Dll;ght wonder if the tuition talk is any more confus.
tial tax increase in the budget is percent of the cost of instruction known now. They must start work· Ing than his wardrobe ofp1'!d coat, ~triped shirt, and spotted tie.
. ~e students of 'four year univer- and · at regional universities, 25 ing with their representatives to in~
Pity the poor photographer '7ho i,nust try io ~et a sharp foe.. on such a
sities who must pay the increase in percent of the cost of instruction. oure having those views heard by
.
distracting
subject.
· •· · · . · ;'.
.~
Under this bijl tuition and fees at the legislature.
.the tuitions.
Maybe he needs a light· ~ Ws c~05,~t- ~r be~r yet, a mirror.
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$5 athletic fee set_forregistrft~i~~

by PatiiciaReed

..

, Stµdents are being asked to pay
extra at registration to support
.· th~ .Athletics and Intrainurals pr_o~.

·gram.
· -~ ·;; ·.. A_ccording to Athletic Director
"; .:Gary.Frederick, the programs are
· ~ ·in serious trouble. 'We're trying to
· , operate .more programs on less
:·:-:/money~ We're operatiDg.17 varsity
·.' '; -:; programs on a:.budget of $90,000. Of
·~'.
we can uSe funds from. the
· '\~: FioWidation,. · ·which is collected
, ·; )roin people in ·town, but that. Will
be exhausted this year.'
·.._ 'lb~· . pool would also be closed,
. acco~ding to Mike McCloud, the .
,:>, (tirector of the Intramural pro:. gram~ .

. .: cour8e

·<

..

..

. .

·

'The fee would be assessed at
such a fee last quarter. We just
registration,' a member of the'
don't know, that•s w~y we're doing
· BOD, Jack Page~ explained,
it on a one q~r: trial basis,"·
''When the terminal operator
Pag~ co~~nted
. (~. ; . .
·
writes in the amount due, they will
.- Thi! fee •~s ~ked for 1 & A
write $211 instead of~~ students
.as •.resUlt ~f mfJgy~ation by
have the option, when thE!f,go to . theBOD..Boardtnember.Gretehen
the cashier's offi¢e to pay their tui- .·
expl&fted~ ,~ ..4~~·-~it _just ..·
tion, to · sigif a. form · sta~g. that . for a·. ~rt1c.~ ~and'::AetJVify fee, _it

Storr

p~p~e >~qijp·~-~Y-,ttt~·:f~ ~ill still
have ~f:.6· pay· th( iJ;t~ural fees

an<t .b.µy ·:an.>•t,l)letic· ~-" Jay
Hiienlah.ot.tbe.BOJ>sald);' .' .•

Hile• ~Diinue(( '''ewTently
1

$151 of~Ch:student§ µBtfolfgoes to
the ·-~t\1~t;S'- Snd· ActiviU~ : ~und.

-The : s~. &.· A; .coinmit~ ;lllakes

· bu~fl~i.~ fdr -the·b,idiyi4J$f~~p8rt-

TSh:t.u:d:en~rm.~t0di.~~d·0.:_o·r~di~fd0~n!oFt;pa.:·~y,ian:d~ ;~1.·di:ed:,wothn-~. 1:_1•r*
m·. ~.·.-:Af 1~·think~~1.t: s ~ii~~E~·~:ze:
.·· •.

where . th~Yo· would prefer: ' the
money to go if they ·ob)eetto itgoing to the I & A. That's optional

too."
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'something that .most students
would $lippOrt/' ': .
. .
.
::.Fifty percent. .of the money
gener~ted would ; go to in- .

.: ~1udcf:'/','Cftanm, ·mriSic~ r~ea.tion,

BOD~:.:·.-·cAmpU.S.·: crier, ~:KCA.T,

mmority"Mfairsf an(,f:~ ®c~·. ·activitle8. TheC:amesrooin'.andli'ood
SerVi~es' a~e .alsO Jneltided,:'butare

~~:E:;:~:;; ~;;:~~an: :in:o:~ ~~~::::
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Child .abuse •• Hell is for children
by Kathy Bradshaw
This second article deals with
rape, torture, and violence. It is
about a minority group whose
members are regularly embarrassed, bruised, confused, as well
as mentally and sexualy assualted.
Unfortunately they have little or no
legal and police protection from
these vicious situations. This article is about abused children.
Kittitas County is filled with
modest dwellings and an image of
"nice" country families. But this
image is a little distorted when we
look at the · tr~atment of its
children.
The coordinator for the Child Advisory Council of Kittitas County,
Diane Aid, said that this county
has the highest incidence of sexual
abuse in the whole state of
Washington. Although · the other
types of abuse are rated·along the
same levels as more populated
suburban areas, those statistics
are still surprising when we compare them family for family.
The abusive parent is not consistently born out of a low
socioeconomic area, but obviously
is a matter of individual, not place
of residence.
The forces that compel parents
to abuse their children are very
complex;
they
include
psychological stress, longestablished patterns of maladaptive behavior, and social pressures

that are often intolerable.
Many people who try to deal with
roles, such as· motherhood and
marriage that do not agree with
them, often vent pent-up frustration by assualting thier children.
Unfortunately, anyone can
become a parent. Our society
assumes parental love and competence; it is not challenged. It is
as if we believe that any woman
will naturally be a loving mother
and any man a good fatehr. Appartently, this is not always true.
Out of the 111 reported cases of
abuse for 1980, only four came for
help.
Diane Aid said, "a lot don't
voluntarily come for help, an .
observation is usually made by a
social worker or maybe a doctor
and then someone from the Child
Protection Service goes out and
helps. If it looks severe, then it is
reported to the police.
Almost always the main cause
for these situations is some kind of
stress."
But even if it is reported and
some action is taken we still do not
think of children as people with the
rights and privelages of adults.
Children are punished by their
parents in a variety of unusual and
demented ways that would not be
used in the worst prisons, but the
parent is still not subjected to censure or legal interference.
Unless extreme neglect or abuse

Army ROTC new
to.. campus.
Central's newly established Army ROTC detachment is now accepting applications for enrollment in its two or four y~ program, according to Sergeant First
Class Patrick L. Allen, senior instructor in military science.
Allen explained the four-year
program is designed for incoming
freslunen men and women. There
is no obligation connected with taking the Army ROTC basic course
the first two years, he pointed out.
" Upon completion of the
sophomore year, cadets ·have the
option of either dropping the
course or continuing into advanced
training," he said.
Under the two-year program,
community college graduates and
cwu students completing their
sophomore-year can become eligi-

ble for the Army ROTC advanced
course by attending a special six
week summer program at Fort
Knox, Kentucky.
Students participating in that
course will be paid $500, as well as
receiving free room, board and
travel to and from Kentucky.
Army ROTC provides leadership
and management experience and
an opportunity for a military
career as an officer in the active
Army, National Guard or the Army Reserves, Allen said. It also
provides academic credit and a living allowance of up to $1000 each
year for those enrolled in the advanced course.
For more information about Army ROTC at Central, contact Allen
at 963-3518 or stop .by CWU's Peterson Hall 101.

_Athletic fees
Continued from page one
"If they did get this fee, the I & A
won'taskformoremoneyfromthe
S & A, but that won't alleviate the
problems because other departments are asking for more too.
There's never enough to fund all
the requests we have." Hileman
commented.
Fredricks explained the gate
receipts and money from athletic
passes wasn't enough to operate
on.
''The total taken in at the gates
in four football games and 12
basketball games was $12,000.
Women's basketball games

brought !n a total of $500.
··o: t-t "'SU,OJO we are allocate
nO¢i', ) , c;.._tually get only $70,000.
We ;:;:.: ;; w rr?ke $20,000 at the
gate.
"If we go on the same kind of
budget as last year, my first action
would be to cc.t down the programs

we have, to get within the amount
the [S & A] gave us. I'd cut down
on schedules, but maintain the
sports we have. It's best if we can
have a broad base of programs,'
Fredricks said.
Even though the BOD passed the
proposition unanimously, it wasn't
without some hesitation: "I did
vote for it, but I also had a lot of
questions, especially about the process in setting the fee up," Page
said.
Hileman felt the same way, "I
voted for it, with reservations.
There were some questions that
weren't answered. That's why I
agreed to run it on a trial basis.
That would answer some of the
questions.''
The fee is experimental, only in
effect for spring quarter at this
time. St<Jhr commented, "If it
doesn't pass, we'll take it out.".

treatment , is to re-train the
parents.

In Kittitas CoW1ty there is a
Parents Anonymous group. There
the parents talk about what happens before they need to abuse,
during the abuse, and the feeling of
despair and disbelief after they
_have inflicted pain and suffering
on their child.
But ,as previously stated, within
the upper and lower counties, only
3 percent of the parents that need
treatment voluntarily look for
help.

can be proven, the law seldom in- parents, but not frequently.
terferes. However, neglect and
At this time most systems and inabuse of extreme kinds are not stitutions cannot provide adequate
socially acceptable; so if reported, . protection for children. The one
action may taken against the road that could lead to improved

To effectively help an abused
child the laws of the state have to
be changed. The child must be
treated as as adult with full rights.
The judicial procedures must be
modified with legal council given
to any age child, there must be
more qualified people to serve as
juvenile court judges, the courts
must become open with the press
allowed to report and observe the
child abuse situation, -rights to
parents must be reexamined, and
finally .there must be effective
placement for abused children so
that they have a place to turn.
Until these laws and habits of our
society are changed there will
always be the silent minority that
is suffering and confused and will
never be able to rise above ·its
plight. /

Fines and fees meeting topic
thinking about how the S&A hike and do not think the state shoulc
will be implemented.
put a percentage ,on where S&)
The board agreed to postpone ·a money should go."
decision until it and the tuition in- · A tuition waiver for athletes in
crease are decided by the volved in varsity sports was thE
Legislature. Once something con- thrust of Senate Bill 3237. ThE
Jay Hileman and Jack Page; crete happens a proposal will be board recommended non-support
BOD members,
proposed submitted to the Board of Trustees for this also. They.decided getting
guidelines to process all campus for their approval.
credit fOr athletics without paying
parking fines on campus. Presenttuition does not correlate.
ly, all fines are collected by the
The S&A Fee is used to help
Other business: the board did
county.
finance the cafeteria, KCAT, the not approve Jeff Threat for the
These guidelines were submitted SUB, the Crier and several other Campus Judicial Council and the
to the board for comment and were student related organizations.
issue will return to the Joint Comfavorably received. Board
Gleason also asked. the board to mittee on Committees for further
members are now waiting until the send a letter of non-support to the consideration...It was decided inAttorney General's office meets House and Senate concerning stead of a contract with the concert
with the county to discuss the legal Senate Bill 3840. This bill requires company who is promoting Ted
aspects and feasibility of transfer- the use of S&A fees, up to 25 per Nugent, ASC would lease the faciliring this responsibility to Central. cent, for establishing day care . ty. This would be 10 per cent of the
Eric Gleason, legislative liason facilities.
gate receipt over and above all
for the Associated Students of CenThe board agreed and stated, · costs. The money will go into the
. tral, suggested the · board begin "We do not have these problems ASC fund.

Parking fines, the Service and Activities Fee and the Washington
. Legislature were main items at the
· Board of Directors meeting last
' week,

Central courts royality
by Patricia Reed

Four Central women and two
from Kittitas County have decided
to try out for the Royal Court of the
~llensburg Rodeo.
The students are Michele
Savage, who is majoring in
psychology and sociology, Emily·
Wilson, majoring in fashion merchandising and interior design,
Patti Burke, a business major, and
Lisa Costello, who is going into
elementary education.
The two other candidates are
Kay Knudso.n, who works for her
father as a cowgi.rl, and Beth
Henderson, an employee at Albertson~ s.
Central students have not been
able to part' cipate before because
of the age limit, which was raised
this year. The candidates are all
permanent residents of Kittitas

County, and so are their parents.
"What we're doing is trying to
find a Queen and Princess that will
promote the rodeo and the fair, and
this community,' according to
Chu~k Scott, a director of the
Rodeo Royal Court.
Scott explained the reason for
raising the age ~t was because
each candidate must be able to
supply a horse, and ride well,
which is part of the criteria, and
this led to the problem of transportation for the Royal Court.
"We're trying to get more parental backing, more support in hell>'
ing prepare the horse for travel
and assistance in transportation."
"Another reason is that last yea
we didn't get to know the contestants. What we're doing is
lengthening the selection process.
After putting in an application, the
candidate appears before a board

of 15 directors, and then we watch
her ride, and have her give a
speech at the annual banquet.''
Scott said the contestants will be
going to Chamber of Commerce
Luncheons and other local social
functions.
"The selection will be finalized
early in March for the 1981 Queen ~
and Princess, b..ut it may not be a ·
ceremony everyone can attend.
The Queen will receive a $500
scholarship to the accredited
school of her choice." ·
"Abo• t1'e YJJic le of the summer this . ·~ar e'l~ start the selection for· the 1 98z Queen and
Princess. Hopefully we'll announce the selection on Labor Day
of this year,'' he concluded.
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Grad enjOys job with Mariners
By Alan Anderson

· · some of the other clubs, that's
another story. "There are. some
"For not knowing where I was difficulties," she explains, "but it's
headed, I'm very happy where I usually with th~ old guys that have
ended up," says CWU graduate been around since Abner DoubleMelody Tucker, now the assistant day discovered baseball."
public relations director for the
"The people here · aren't closeSeattle Mariners·Baseball Club.
minded at all. They have always
Tucker gr_aduated from Central given me the opportunity to show
in 1972 with majors in Spanish what I can do," she said. This is
education and communications something she appears to feel
and minors in mass media, . strongly about.
"I want the opportunity to prove
radio/television and education.
Following graduation, she went myself," she said. "Give me a
to work for KPQ radio in Wenat- chance to show you what I can do,
chee, .where her main tasks were if 'I can't do it, that's fine, but at
writing and producing comn:ier- least give me a chance."
cials and programming a
Tucker claims what made her so
keypunch system.
vehement was an e~rience she
From KPQ Tucker went to Seat- had here at CWU.
tie where she worked for a video
She was working for KXLE radio
cassette duplicating company. on a free lance basis, when she
''Video cassettes were a brand new traveled to Portland with a friend
thing then, so this was a very smaJ.l to cover a Thanksgiving Day Cenbusiness. I . was practically the tral football game. They drove all
morning to get there, and upon arwhole place," she recalled.
Next, Tucker went to KTAC rival they were met by a man
radio in Tacoma, where she wrote showing media people how to get to
commercials,_and worked on pro- the press box.
gram logs as the rock stations con- I As they left the man, and were
tinuity director. ''Whatever I could . proceeding .to their designated ·
get into~ I did," she said.
area he asked her what she was
· Seattle's ABC affiliate, KOMO doing. She explained that she was
radio was Tucker's next stop. assisting her partner with · the
There she did basically the same broadcast. The mari replied, "No
as at the other stations, ·but also woman has ever been in the broadorganized the Seattle Supersonics
·
·
radio network.
In 1977, when . the Seattle
Mariners came into being, Tucker
was offered job in the marketing
Everything from .answering
department. With a major interest
phones
and constituent mail to at- ·
in baseball, she took that position,
and shortly afterward was offered tending committee meetings and
a job in the public relations depart- researching bill proposals is part
ment. There, she worked her way of a normal day for five Central
up to her present position of assis- legislative interns, putting their
political science theory to work in
tant public telations director.
"This job lets me incorporate Olympia for three months.
everything I've ever done," she
The students receive a stipend of
said. She does a lot of writing for
TV. radio and newspapers, and she . $100 per week, in addition to earnis also involved in buying advertis- · ing academic credit at CWU for
ing for the club.
their work.
Since she has been with the
Mariners, Tucker has worked on
Mitchell Sachs from Olympia, is
several projects. A Mariner Infor- a · senior with a double major in .
mation Hotline was her brain political science and law and
child, and she worked with over justice.
3,000 Washington kids in the Pepsi
He is assigned to Rep. Steve Tupper, from the 44th District, .a
Junior Manner Program. .
Surprisingly, her major in member of the Republican caucus.
Spanish education comes in quite
Mitchell is the son of Mr. and
handy in dealings with the · Mrs. Frank Sachs, Olympia. SpenMariners. "My Spanish helps out a · ding much of his time doing legal
lot," she said, "because we have - research for attorneys on Tupper's
some Spanish players on the team, staff, Sachs intervie~s attorneys
and the ability to translate is just and other representatives to asceran added bonus for me."
tain their opinions on pending bills.
"We (the people in the P.R. ofSachs plans to enter law school
fice) all work for the public rela- after graduation. He said, "I
tions director, but it's more a believe this · experience ·with the
cooperative effort," she said. "If ' legislature will help me to underssomething needs done, you roll up tand the many roles a lawyer has-your sleeves and get into it.''
social planner, intercessor and adThere isn't much of a problem vocate."
being a woman in the Mariners ofTerri Savage, from Renton, is
. fice, Tucker says, but as far as assigned to Rep. Helen Sommers

a

that's what got me going."
"There are a lot of barriers," she
says, . but admits she has found
several ways to get around them.

in the car," _she· said. "I guess

Melody Tucker likes Mariner life

''It's like a toy. You wind it up, let
it go, and it runs into the wall, so
you back it up and let it go. again."
She says a great amount of
respect exists between the ball
players and herself.
"Around here I'm pretty much
one of the guys," she says. They do
treat her like a lady however, and
she respects them for that. ''I
never go into the clubhouse, which
I could do. I believe that's their
place," she says.
For public relations majors,
Tucker advises they get as broad
of background as possible, and do a
lot of writing. "If you want to get
into P.R., just remember it's not
necessary to get on with a major
league club." She says it's much
easier to start out with a minor
league team and work your way
up. She admits she got a big break.
"In broadcasting, you work hard
in a small station, work your way
up, go to a bigger station, and work
your way up there," She explained.
The main thing, she stressed, is
that you don't get . discouraged.
And often times you won't end up
where you want to be, right off, she
!Oncluded.

As for .her experiences and present position, Tucker says; "I
wouldn't trade it for anything."

Leg1s
• Iat1•. ve
·. mterns
•
• . ere..
di,t '.
rece.Ive

FOREIGN CA.R
:REPAIRS, AND PARTS

vw
DATSUN

TOYOTA
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR

'~ 603 North Main

casting booth, and no woman ever
will be."
"So I spent the afternoon sitting

9 25-5539

Joseph Ferrara, majoring in
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
. economics, is assigned to Sen. Joseph Ferrara, of Denver, North
. Donn Charnley, chairman of the Carolina.
. Senate Higher Education CommitJoan Wilkerson, from Seattle, is
. tee.
. Jtssig.n ed .to, .Reb. Sen. Alan
Bluechel, from Kirkland.
His biggest thrill comes from
A seilior majoring in political
· researching and writing a bill, then science and French, she is the
seeing it introduced to the Senate, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
he said.
Wilke~~! Seattl~~.

(D-Seattle) and Shirley Galloway
(D-Vancouver). She is the
daughter of Mr.· and Mrs. Barry
Savage, Renton. A senior who will
graduate in June, Savage is completing a double major in law and·
justice and political science. She
plans to enter law school afterward.
She is doing research for both
representatives, as well writing
news releases and newsletters for

as

Needed:

the~.

·

Photo.g raphers,
.Writers .~
. •

Nathan Dysart, from Olympia, is
assigned to Rep. Wendell Brown,
Democratic Whip from Tacoma.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Dysart of Olympia, he is majoring
in economics.
"Lobbyists are everywhere, and
a surprising nwnber are from
government agencies-federal,
state and local," he observed.
Dysart noted also that good !
public speakers are surprisingly
rare in the legislature, and they
seem to be resented by the other
members.
·

for spring ~
CaIDpus Crier
opening for phQto .editOr
stop by SUB 218 .or · Call 963-1026

• =

-For Arm,y ·ROTC
FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN EARN
YOUR COMMISSION AS A SECOND
LIEUTENANT THROUGH THE
, NEW ARMJ",RQTC PROGRAM
.~T CENTRAL···
1

FOR MORE INFO CALL:
(509) 963-3518
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Editorial
Moral Majority

.... =-: .

threatens · freedom ·
By Kevin Marketon
I guess it has to happen once in every generation. Our fathers had Ito
deal with ihe scare Joe McCarthy created, and our grandfathers before
them had to deal with the Scopes Trial. Today,we have a farce of equal
magnitude attempting to push its way into power, using scare tactics and
political "hit" lists along the way. For those of you who aren't familiar
with what I'm talking about, this farce is more commonly know as the ·
Moral Majority.
,
:
There are few institutions today such as the Moral Majority. Controlled .
by a group of Bible-toting blowhards, they attempt to force their ide&s !
upon others in ways unique to other political interest groups. If the Moral .
Majority gets their. way, everything they consider immoral will ~
outlawed once they come to power. What do they consider to be immoral?
Unmarried couples living together, the rights of homosexuals, the equal
rights of women, and persons not sharing the same political views as the
Moral Majority.
'
In short, this coalition of persons bent on changing our nation in the l ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
name of God are actually a bunch of right-wing conservative~ ~in~
God's name to call attention to them~elves. The head of the orgamzatlon,
Rev. Jerry Falwell, was a TV evangelist before he organized the Moral
Majority. It is not uncommon to find media evangelists in the leadership
echelon of the Moral Majority.
The strategists of the Moral Majority use a foolproof plan.
The local evangelical personality is brought into the organization, and
in return for this claim to fame, the local personality will spread the word
of the organization. Tune in to any religous program across the nation on
Sunday, and you'll see what I'm talking about.
Dear Editor:
would have been_killed, it would
stop. Why?
The thing puzzling me most about the Moral Majority is their desire to
The Bible explains it as a searing have been Jeremiah who was killhave a controlling influence in governmental decisions. Doesn't it say in , In this age of convenience abor- of the conscience, a hardening of ed. Jeremiah's mother would not
the Bible we are not supposed to be our brother's keeper? Yet, these in- tion is being presented as an the heart. It happens when you have known hiS name, but God had
dividuals who claim to be pious and right are attempting to control us. It . "easy" way to get rid of annoying repeatedly refuse to listen to that already named him. His mother
is my opinion that if they were to get as powerful as they desire, in- , problem.
still small voice inside that keeps would not have·know he was potendividual freedoms would be lost, and something resembling a dictator- . First of all, abortion is not safer telling you that "something isn't tially a mighty prophet of God, but
ship would result.
,
I than
childbirth. Statistics show right". If you keep rationalizing God so planned it, and would have
The Moral Majority is already frightfully powerful. Through a barrage · that after a legal abortion perform- and turning it off one day you will felt the loss. :
of negative media in their home states, Senators Frank Church and ed in the first three months a wake up and guess what ... .it's ! So where do: we go from here?
1
George McGovern (a 1972 Democratic Presidential candidate) were woman faces the increased gone!
We have a pattern emerging in
defeated by Moral Majority supported candidates. Due to federal election possibility of future miscarriages, Your first reaction may be to which a whole category of hwnans,
. laws set by the Federal Election Committee (FEC), all political action ·tubal pregnancy, premature breathe a sign of relief, but you unwanted and :unborn, are being
groups (PACS) are limited to give no more than $5,000 to any one can- :babies, sterility, and psychiatric should really weep bitter tears senselessly slaughtered.
didate.
:problems.
because a part of your conscience,
What is the next class of hwnaniThe FEC does not however, set limits on amount of non-monetary help
Instead, abortion is white- a part of your communication with ty to be destroyed? Will it be the
a PAC can give to a candidate. Because of this,·the Moral Majority con- washed. It's all made to seem so God, has just died.
aged, the handicapped or the mentributed the limit of $5,000 to their candidate, and then set out on a cam- simple ... like removing an unsight- Just when does an unborn fetus tally retarded? :
paign to eliminate persons from public office that were on their well Jy wart form your body. Now becomes a "real person". Science
Mothers witli their selfish exthought out "hit list".
i you're pregnant... now you're not! tells us that when the sperm and cuses and doctors with their sharp
The results of these tactics were highly successful for the Moral MajoriThere was an un- ovum unite they become complete instruments arid modern technity in the 1980 elections nationwide. They played a contributing factor in ~amed doctor who shared, on a genetic packages programmed for ques are playing God.
i the gains the Republicans made in Congress last November. It is getting
radio show after he performed his development. Nothing will be addI caution them to think twice
to the point where all but a few politicians will stand up to the Moral Ma- 'first aborti~n he became so violent- ed except time and nutrition. Each because God is not pleased, in fact
jority.
·
ly ill that he thought he would die. stage of development is merely he says, "Do not kill the innocent ..
In the long run, history should repeat itself. The past has shown us the ;He went through weeks of depres- maturing of what is entirely there . for I will notracquit the guilty"
loudmouthed, obnoxious individuals or groups spreading untrue, less sion and thought of suicide.
at the start.
(Exodus 23:7). He aiso says, "You
than favorable rumors about other individuals or groups, are usually
. He said, ''The first time Helt like
These tiny packages of humani- shall not murder" (Exodus 20:13) .
silenced once the truth comes out.
a murderer but I did it again and ty, are they really people? Well,
There is no way of getting
Within the next two years, look for a huge decline in interest in the again and ;gain and now 20 years Godseemstothinktheyare: "Now around it. You are responsible to
Moral Majority, and shortly thereafter, watch for the great audience later I am facing what happened to the word of the Lord came to me God for your actions, and after
backing the television evangelists dwindle to almost nothing. As long as me as a human being. Sure, I got saying, 'before I fomied you in the reading this you are certainly not
the Mor:.l Majority, or any similar group exists, it walks on thin ice, and hard. Sure, the money was impor- womb, I knew you, and before you uninformed on the subject. You·
the group's supporters will abandon the group, rather than take the fall tant, and oh, it was an easy thing were born. I consecrated you, I will be held a~countable for you
with th, : .
once I had taken this step, to see have appomted you a prophet to decision. Consider the options ... I
_....._____..__._________..__..._ Campus Crier ____________________'--...._.._ these women as animals and these the nations'" (Jeremiah 1:4-5).
earnestly pray that you make the
1
God knew Jeremiah when he was right choice.
babies as just tissue.
Jim Bain
It is important to note this man, ~.his ~other's t>t:lly; ~od sancSheila Countryman ,
Editor:
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no
matter
how
distressed
he
was
tifled
him
and
ordamed
him
to
be
a
Walt
Cornelison
Business Manager:
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with what he was doing, did not prophet. If by an abortion the fetus
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Letter to the editor

Self1·sh excuses, sharp instruments

;enable mom~, doctors to play God

Staff

AlanAnderson
David Bushnell
Doreen Cartwright
Diane Coburn
Leroy Cruse
Cynthia Foster
Donald Freestone
Carla Glanzman
Grant Johnson
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Jill Jones·
Laurie Kay
Doug Keith
Charles K. Lwanga
Kevin Marketon
Matt McGillen
MikeMcMul1in
Susan Palmer
Stan Peery

Alternate proposal for ·v oluntary fees

Heidi Persson
Dear Editor:
Cindy Phipps
Pat Reed
This letter is in reference to the
Jan Richards
optional athletic fee to be inWade Riley
stituted:
Steve Sparks
Gretchen Stohr , The proposal, as it now stands, it
to insti~ptional athletic fee
Cara Underwood
[see article in news section]. The
Krista Kortwn
proceeds would go to the support of
The Campus Crier is a laboratory newspaper in conjunction with the the athletic program, but a student
mass media department. ~g the academic year the Cam.pus Crier is could avoid the process by signing
a form so requesting.
published weekly with biweekly publication during sununer quarter.
Since no priv ilege rests on payLetters to the editor are welcome but may be condensed to fill available
space. All letters must be typed, double-spaced and signed with the ing the fee it is reasonable to supsenders name, address and phone number submitted to the Crier no later pose those individuals who don't
have the 'proper school spirit' will
than Monday for publication in the next issue.
just dispense with the fee while

continuing to use the facilities.
An alternate proposal is to issue
a validation sticker when a student
pays the optional fee. Those
students who supported the
athletic programs through their
fees would be able to maintain
their present use habits. Those who
do not have the sticker, however,
woulf;l have limited Nicholson
Pavilion use, athletic pass prices
between those of validated
students and non-students, etc.
Thus those students who use the ·
facilities could help support them
with their fees but those students
who would rather not have· an

athletic program or who for some
other reason are not willing to support the program would not be
forced to do so.
As an added benefit, the number
of stickers distributed would pr<>vide the planners of the university
with -an idea of exactly what level
of demand there is among students
for certain sports and activities in
the athletic program.

Basil Freeman
805 Euclid
No. 21
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Carter Babcock puts the finishing touches on·a wiid '
boar at Commons/Tunstall.

This is what it's all about, finger lickin' good food, and good friends.

,....

15th Annual

oar

Some 1>9ople just know how to dress for the Wild Soar Dinner.

The evening of February 25th marked
Central's 15th Annual Wild Boar Dinner.
Nearly 2,200 students and guests
.. enjoyed a specially prepared meal that
featured an entree of succulent wild boar
cooked to a turn in the Holmes Dinin·g
Hall kitchens.
"The food preparation itself takes a
great deal of time and effort," according
to Food Services Manager Glenn Pennell.
"Fruit, salad and wild boar preparation
begin as much as a week before the
. dinner is served." Nearly a ton of wild
boar is roasted the entire day of this
special event.
The boar is raised wild on a ranch in
the San Lucia mountains near Carmel,
California where they graze on the wil~
acorn nut trees. Th is makes the en tree
especially sweet and flavorful.
Guest servers including administrative
staff from all over campus dress up in
commemorative T-shirts and straw hats.
Everyone who attends goes home with a
special wild boar glass and a full stomach.
"It's a lot of work," says Mr. Pennell,
"but it's a lot of fun too."

· Glenn Pennell, Food Services Manager, checks one C)f the boar roasts.

?f
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Campus Gourmet
Ethnic specialities
by Bonnie Cornelison

Don't wait for an Around-theWorld trip to enjoy the cuisines ·of
far away countries. Our cities are
full of ethnic restauracnts bringing
the cuisine, culture, and dress of
these far away places for our dining pleasure. America itself is
made up of a variety of nationalities. We draw our heritage
from their folk art, handcrafts,
dress and music: Pre.sented here
are my favorite ethnic specialities.
Make tonight speci~l by learning to
cook an ethnic dish. Use your
originality in setting the mood with
atmosphere ·and music. To help
you ' along we've described some
atmosphere helpers for each country.

LASAGNA
, 1 pound lasagna noodles
1112 pounds ground beef' cooked
4 cups spaghetti sauce
1 large container cottage cheese
112 pound mozarella cheese, grated

r

Reserve 112 cup of mozarella
cheese for top. Cook pasta noodles
as directed on the package. While
' pasta is cooking combine ground
beef and spaghetti sauce and simmer. In a large casserole or baking
dish layer pasta, meat sauce, cottage cheese, and mozarella cheese,
ending with a layer of meat sauce.
Bake lazagna at 350 for 30 minutes.
ITALY: atmosphere helper - Maps
of Italy, Italian music, and
brilliant color combinations.

SOUR CREAM
ENCHII...ADAS

1 package prefried corn tortillas ' 2 pounds pork, cut into 1112 inch
·
chunks
2 cans cream of mushroom soup
3 tablespoons soy sauce
2 cups sour cream
1 teaspoon powdered ginger
l/4 cup chopped onion
2 tablespoons jalapeno peppers, 1/3 cup cornstarch

chopped ·
2 cups cheddar cheese, grated

Boil tortillas as directed on
package. Reserve 112 cup of cheese
for the top. Combine all other inBAKLAVA
gredients. On each tortilla place a
1 cup ahnonds, .or walnuts, chop- mound of sour cream filling and
roll. Place each enchilada seam
ped
'
side
down in a baking dish. Pour ,
2 cups sugar
remaining sour cream mixture
l/4 teaspoon nutmeg
over entire casserole and top with
l/4 ·teaspoon allsP.ice
reserved cheese. Bake at 350 for 20
1(4 teaspoon cinnamon
minutes or until bubbly.
l/4 teaspoon ground cloves
MEXICO:
atmosphere helper 1 box phyllo leaves
Colorful
shawls,
and sombreros.
2 cubes butter, melted
honey
j

•

'

Combine nuts, sugar and spices
and set aside. In a 12Xl6 dish layer
phyllo leaves, basting liberally
with butter between each layer. Do
this until 112 of the box of leaves is
used. Place nut and spice mixture
. on phyllo leaves..Continue to layer
leaves until the entire box is used.
Basting between each layer. Baste
the last layer with water. With a
. sharp pointed knife, cut. top 3
layers into diamond shapes. Bake
in a slow oven for 1 hour. Serve
with h~ted honey. Baklava is a
unique and very rich desert.
MIDDLE ·EAST: atmosphere
helper - Serve ~er on the floor,
providing pillows to sit on. Deep
purple is an excellent color for
linens. Urns and gold vases inake
an excellent centerpiece.

SWEET AND SOUR ?ORK

112 cups oil for frying

Combine pork with soy sauce
and ginger. Allow to stand for 10
minutes. Meanwhile heat oil for
frying. Add cornstarch to pork
pieces, and stir well. Fry pork in
hot oil until browned. Drain and set
aside.
ORIENT: atmosphere helper Napkins folded into a fan held
together with napkin ring and
chopsticks tucked into ring. Orien-:
tal statues make a lovely centerpiece.

SAUCE
1 can pineapple chunks
1 gre~n pepper, sliced
114 cup vinegar
112 cup brown sugar
3 tablespoons ketchup

2 tablespoons soy sauce
112 cup water
2 tablespoons cornstarch

KALUA PIG
1 (3 pound) boneless pork roast
2 tablespoons coarse salt

1/3 cup liquid smoke

Rub roast with coarse salt then
with liquid smoke. Wrap roast in
foil and bake at 325 for 4 hours.
Drain pineapple juice into a Pork roast should be well done,
saucepan. In a casserole dish layer juicy and falling apart. Unwrap
pork pieces, pineapple, and green and shred cooked pork into strips.
pepper· Add vinegar, sugar, ket- · Season to taste and serve imchup, and soy sauce to pineapple mediately.
juice. Bring mixture to a boil.
Blend water and cornstarch. Stirring constantly gradually add cornstarch mixture to pineapple mix- HAWAii: atmosphere helper ture and simmer until thickened. Hawaiian music, flower leis, fish
Pour sweet and sour sauce over net, wooden serving bowls and
casserole and bake for 30 minutes fresh fruit. Plants make a lovely
centerpiece for a Hawaiian dinner .
. at 350 or until well heated.
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A sand Entertainment
Music reflection of sensation
y Alan Hirsch
(First in a series)
Music, as any other popular art, changes from year to year. Each generation within our
ociety has its own music which it identifies with and calls "its own."
My father still recalls the glory of the Swing bands or the classic styles of Dizzy and The
Bird. Constantly we are reminded of Doo-Wopps or 50's music. Now the sixties and seventies
ave their own sounds.
·
As I grow older I have started to identify with ~he music of my generation and almost
believe in some ways it is somehow better than today's sounds. However this of course is not
the case since musical taste is personal opinion. We all enjoy a variety of styles and periods.
So in a sense I am living the line from Springsteen's "Born to Run," "And yotfre scared
and you're thinking that maybe we're not that young anymore.'' Is it a matter of fact that as
you grow older you lose touch of today? I don't think so.
.
The music of today, as the music (or art) of each decade is a reflection of that culture: for
youth music is the Rorschach of our thoughts and ideas. In each period, music reflects the
attitides of that culture. Be-bop·reflected the complex notions about existence. A solo for a
"bopper" meant that his soul was upfront. ~e was expanding his thoughts.

re-mixed back in L.A. If a particular person lives in another city and can't perform at acertain session, he or she is usually flown in, expenses paid, to play.
This all sounds nice but what is it a reflection of? What is punk rock a reflection of? What
is jazz fusion a reflection of? They are reflections of a highly technological dissatisfied ·
society. A society of people who have a great control, a sequenced order, a place to be, a
layer in which to roam but not the spirit or Zen of what it all means.
Compare Devo's version of "Satisfaction" to the Stones' version. Devo's is controlled,
almost computerized. You can understand that these people can't get any satisfaction but
you don't believe it. With Jaggei· and the Rolling Stones, the technical quality of the playing
and recording is not as good but you certainly understand and believe that they really "can't
get no satisfaction, no matter how hard they try."
On another more positive note, Bruce Springsteen's ''The River" is an excellent mixture
of high technical quality and rock 'n roll struggle. In this albwn Springsteen provides us
with his view of reality, which he sees from the streets of fire. He has lived in a struggle and
wants us to know yet he uses overdubbing and technical devices to augment his work. It is
no wonder he is so popular and still achieves critical acclaim. Springsteen has found the
balance.
·

--------

•

The birth of rock and roll told America what youth was about: having fun. The fifties, full
of the "Silent Generation" pushed themselves into telephone booths and volkswagons, ate
goldfish and generally had a good time. In the mid-seventies this same "have fun" attitude
was reflected in di8co music. I call disco functional music. It serves a function by providing
a steady beat in which to dance. You probably wouldn't sit and discover the nature of the
cosmos using disco music since that's not its function. So disco isn't bad music (if there is
such a term as bad music) its just not as intellectual as other music. People in the seventies
"just wanted to dance" but where was the music?
Recently the trend in music has become very sequenced and technical playing. The state
of the art has never been better. Technology has provided many excellent ways in which to
overdub, mix and re-record music. The rise of studio musicians who are fantastic players
combined with high technology has turned music into a complex mosaic. Basic tracks are
recorded in Los Angeles, horns overdubbed in New York, vocals in Toronto or London, and

Wustrated by SUDShine Turtle

Who else has found the balance? Well in light of the history of music a great many have.
One very recent work is "Tommy" by The Who. In 1969 this rock opera brought ideas that
have changed albwn history.
talking to my friend David Autry and listening to the
song "Sensation" (from Tommy) I realized how The Who achieved musical success. I
always thought that "Sensation" was a song proclaiming the greatness of Tommy as a person. When Roger Daltrey sings, "See me, fe~l me, hear me, touch me" he is proclaiming his
new found greatness, but there is another point. He is telling us that life itself is a "sensation." Alive-ness is both sensational (great) and a sensation, that is, derived from sense experience. We are as living creative beings one big sensation. Without our senses what would
there be? And how does Tommy find this sensation? By going to the mirror and breaking
through.
This is, what I believe, the spirit of music to be. The expression and reflection of sensations: The exultation of our minds, caught in space and time.
· '
(Continued next week)

While

Review

Dia1nond. shines in 'Jazz Singer'
by Chuck Howisey
Those who have seen Neil Diamond·in concert and enjoy his music, will enjoy his first
movie performance in "The Jazz Singer."
Diamond has been waiting several years for a movie that matches his style. After tui-ning
downfleveral offers for other films~ he chose "The Jazz Singer," a remake of the 1925 Broadway show. Not only did he choose an excellent movie plot, he also received an excellent supporting cast to back him. To top it off is Diamond's powerful performance.
J

The movie begins in a Jewish ghetto in New York's lower East side where Yussel
Rabinovitch (Diamond) lives with his wife (Catlin Adams) and his father (Laurence
Olivier). Even though Yussel is very involved as one of his family's fifth generation of can-

tors, he still finds time to write his songs(Diamond's Songs, not jazz music).
When he finally gets an opportunity to go to Los Angeles to help in the first professional
recording of some of his songs, he receives much opposition from his wife and father. After
fmally making the break from home and staying in Los Angeles for two weeks, things don't
turn out as well as he had hoped. In spite of these setbacks he is lucky enough to meet a very
warm, confident and optimistic lady (Lucie Arnaz) who almost steals the picture with her
performance.
The rest of the movie involves Diamond and Arnaz dealing with the problems of stardom.
It iS a warm, funny movie with music that will excite the audience in the first ten seconds.
This is the last night it will play at Ellensburg's Liberty Theater. Don't miss it. It's the
.next besi thing to Diamond's powerful live concert performances.
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'60 Minutes' wins rating race
NEW YORK AP - CBS' "60
Minutes'' was the first non-sports
show to out-poll "Dallas" in the
weekly prime-time ratings competition in just over four months,
A.C. Nielsen Co. figures showed
Tuesday.
"Dallas," until the latest survey,
finished in · the No. 1 position 13
times in the 16 weeks since Nov. 3.
It was pre-empted once in that
time, and finished in secon_d place
twice, to a key "Monday Night
Football" game in December and
the Super Bowl in January.
· In fact, "Dallas" took away the
predominant position from ''60

Minutes,'' the top-rated show in the ABC.
1979-80 season, and the winner in
The networks say that means in
the ratings competition for the . an average prime-time minute in
week ending Nov. 2
the week, 21.6 percent of homes
with television were tuned to CBS.
The rating for "60 Minutes" in NBC's second place finish ended a
the week ending March 1 was 30.8, three-week run for the network in
to 30.2 for "Dallas" in second the ratings cellar.
place. Nielsen says the score for
· "60 Minutes" means of all the naCBS leads for the season to date
tion's TV-equipped homes, 30.8 by a comfortable margin over
percent saw at least part of the . runner-up ABC.
newsmagazine.
CBS got a boost from a couple of
CBS listed seven of the week's 10 films, ''Fallen Angel," which
highest-rated shows in winning the finished third for the week, and the
· networks' competition for the 15th box office hit, "The Amityville
time in 18 weeks. CBS' rating was Horror," which was fifth in its TV
21.6 to 17.5 for NBC and 17.3 for premiere.

Central students sing
at Baptist church
by Kevin Marketon

CBS got some help from the
Grammy music awards show, No.
15, and another showing of the film
classic "Wizard of Oz," in 18th
place. NBC scored with the first installment of a two-part movie,
"Evita," on the life of Eva Peron,
which was 10th for the week. The
concluding chapter was No. 35 in
the week's ratings.
ABC's "Miracle on Ice," a madefor-TV mvoie based on the U.S.
Olympic hockey team's victory at
Lake Placid last year, was No.27,
while and NBC film, "Elvis and the
Beauty Queen," finished 38th.
Another NBC movie, '~The
Munsters' Revenge," was 51st.

NBC had two shows among the
five least watched, "The Gangster
Chronicles" in 58th place, and
"Great Disasters of the World"
62nd - last. CBS' "Flo" was 59th,
followed by two ABC shows "Charlie's Angels" and "Foul
Play."
Here are the week's 10 highestrated programs:
"60 Minutes", "Dallas,'"'Fallen
Angel," "M* A•s•H,"
"The
Amityville
Horror,"
all
CBS; "That's Incredible," ABC;
"House Calls,"CBS; "Love
Boat," ABC; ''Lou Grant," CBS
and "Evita," Part I,NBC.

Central groups give concert
Central' s Con.cert Band and
Symphonic Wind Ensemble will
appear in concert in Hertz Recital
Hall on campus at 8 p.m., March
10.

The second concert, which will
be a dedication of the new piano
Back to back concerts at the and organ, will feature several
First Baptist Church at Fourth and Central professors and students
Sprague Steets will highlight the performing a variety of music,
'According to music prof. Steven
church's celebration after receiv- ranging the history · of classical Allen, conductor of both groups,
ing donations of a piano and elec- music, from Bach to Mozart.
the free concert will provide an
·
. tric organ.
The piano donated to the church evening of classical wind
lbe first concert will take place is a rebUilt Luster piano which was literature.
Sunday, when vocalist ·and built in 1926. lbe piano was rebuilt
guitarist Carol Hendricksen per- for . the church by Ken Caldwell,
lbe Concert Band will perform
forms at the church. Les Sinclair, who is Liberace's piano repair- · "Americans We March,"
coordinator for the project, man. lbe organ is an Allen digital "Trumpets Triumphant," featursays, "Carol's music has very deep Computer Organ System 100, ing a student trumpet trio,
lyrics and her songs are very which is about seven years old, and "Festival Prelude," and "Second
thought-provoking."
was donated by a family in Illinois.

Suite in F for Military Band."

1

For the Tuesday evening concert
the Symphonic Wind Ensemble
will execute "Valdres" and
"Celebration .Overture," gliding
into a catchy English tune called
"Lincolnshire Posy," a series of
musical -character sketches. lbe
Ensemble will also play ."Symphonic Songs for Band,'' sparkling
with rythms and dance-like
.serenades.
The Wind Ensemble recently
returned from a clinic and ·formal
concert presentation in Portland,

Oregon, for the All-Northwest
Music Educators Conference.
On March 6 the same group will
perform a Pop 'N Art Concert, part
of a community concert series, in
Anacortes.
The Ensemble currently has its
third album, in .stereo, on sale at
the Band Office, costing $6. These
albums have been distrubuted
across the country, with excellent
reviews received from all areas,
according to Allen~
For more information about the
concert or the Symphonic Wind
Ensemble albums, contact Allen at
· 963-1916.

Rabbitt heads top ten
The following are Billboard's hot
record hits for the week ending
March 7 as they appear in next
week's issue of - Billboard
magazine:
HOT SINGLES:
1. "I Love a Rainy Night" Eddie
Rabbitt - Elektra
Z. "9 to 5" Dolly Parton - RCA
3. "Woman" John Lennon- Warner
Bros.
4. "Keep on Loving You" REO
Speettwagon • Epic
5. "The Best of Times" Styx - A &
M
6. "Celebration" Kool & the Gang •
De-Lite
7. "Crying" µon McLean - Millennium
8. "Giving it Up for Your Love"
Delbert McCllnton - Capitol
9. "The Winner Takes It All" Abba
-Atlantic
10. "Hello Ag~': ~ell Diamond·

Capitol

TOPLP'S
1. "Hi Infidelity" REO Speedwagon ·Epic
2. "Double Fantasy" John LennonYoko Ono - Geffen _
3. "The Jazz Singer" Neil Diamond
- Capitol
4. "Paradise Theater" Styx - A &

Tuesday thru Saturday 9:30 - 1:30 a.ID.

M

5. "Zenyatta Mondatta" Police • A

&M

.

6. "Crimes of Passion" Pat
Benatai' • Chrysalis
7. "Autoamerfcan" Blondie Chrysalis
8. "Greatest Hits" Kenny Rogers •
Liberty
9. "Back in Black" AC-DC • Atlan·
tic
10. "Celebrate" Kool & the Gang •
De-Lite

APPOLOGIES FROM ASC
to
Ellensburg Travel Inc.
~dent Directory Correction ·

Ellensburg Travel ·, Inc.
306 North Pine
The Correct Phone Number Is:

925•6933
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New. Happy Hour . Plus Uaily Specials

2 for I
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Is-Ladies Nite?
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1980 Movie Review

A look at what 1980 brought to the screen
Campus Di!(est Nrws Service

1980 was not the year of "Heaven's
Gate" and perhaps that sums up this
lethargic movie year best. In other
words, 1980 picked up where 1979
left off: Successful directors and ex. travagant background settings. Randal Kleiser was allowed to film ''the
Blue Lagoon" on an exotic tropical
island, John Landis used Chicago as
a demolition-derby background in
"The Blues Brothers and "The Empire Strikes Back" had Darth Vader
performing in a multi-million dollar
outer space. It is no coincidence that
the men responsible for these high
budget movies had first made
"Grease," "Animal House" and
"Star Wars" only a few years earlier.
Then came " Heaven's Gate" and
our standard, big, budget movie
system blew up in United Artists'
face. The movie flopped, of course,
and they reeled it in for re-editing. As
a result, movie studios may think
twice before giving young directors
such freedom and extr~vagant financial privileges.
1980 was the year of one of the
most disturbing movie trends of the
decade: the women-in-danger horror
, flicks. Movies like "Prom Night,"
"Friday the 13th," and "Silent
Scream" all used women in a
degrading way. Lacking any artistic
integrity, they seemed to exisi only
for their brutal attacks on defenseless
women and not for the fun of giving
the audience a thrill.
Most surprising was that the big
stars failed at the box-office this past
year. Summer was a disaster,
Christmas a disapointment. In bet. ween, little worthy of mention was
released. When January 1 finally roll-

ed around, .1980 at the movies was a
sad disastrous memory.
And yet, even within this disapofoting year, the studios occasionally
managed to spew something other
than junk from their less than aspiring
factories. Studios took fewer chances
than ever before but what is amazing
is that some of these chances paid off.
Without further adieu then, here is
my list of the ten best movies of 1980,
all of which stood out in one of the
darkest and most years of celluloid.

THE BLACK STALLION _ _
Usually, the best movie on a
critic's top ten list is a recent release,
one that played in theatres across the
country within the last three months
of the year. That's because the
January and February movies have a
way of getting lost in memory with so
many recent features having come
and gone by then.
But ''The Black Stallion'' is and
exceptional exeption because it has
stayed fresh in my mind for the last
twelve months. Technically a 1979
feature, this mini-.master-piece didin 't
reach the majority of the country until late last January.
The story is directly lifted from the
child-animal fairy-tales of yesterday.
A boy and a beautiful stallion are
stranded on a deserted ·island, alone
with nobody nearby. Their rapport is
developed in front of glorious scenery
that does more for the picture than
just serve a s aomething nice to look
at. In fact, it metaphorically clariries
the human-animal relationship we are
about to see. Once the boy and horse
learn to love each other, they almost
disintegrate into the lucious

photography. As they ride across the
crystal blue ocean, we get the feeling
that they are as much a part of this
natural world as the water, sun, and
sand that inhabit. ·
Francis Coppola produced the
movie meaning that he gave the financial support that allowed Director
Caroll Ballard to carry out his vision
of taking old material and giving it a
fresh approach.

ORDINARYPEOPLE_~~-

This year's "Kramer Vs. Kramer"
was the directing dibut of Robert Redford. Adapted from Judith Guest's
best-selling novel, the story spends
time with the perfect family who,
through one severe 'mess up,' shows
just how imperfect thay really are. In
the end, the once perfect Jarrett family is fatally destroyed.
The family lives in a posh suburb
of Chicago where they exist under the
social norms of their environment.
Unfortunately, their life style is shattered when the oldest of the two Jarrett boys dies in a boating accident
leaving the youngest to consume the
guilt.
-. Redford is wonderful at the visual
observations and, thus, his move
doesn't just look right but feels right
too. The world inhabited by the Jarretts is filmed in soft, cool colors;
leaves fall like a scene from a
hallmark card, landscapes are perfectly manicured and the grass is almost
too green. Women and especially
Mrs. Jarrett maintain such a
meticulous appearance that you
almost want to knock them in the
mud. Redford's picture penetrates
this perfection and exposes the real
colors of this decaying family.

The performances are all exceptional including Mary Tyler Moore as
the mother, Donald Sutherland as the
father, Timothy Hutton as the suffering son, and Judd Hirsch as hes
understanding psychiatrist. In 1980,
the American Movie Industry found a
talented new director named Robert
Redford.
RAGING BULL _ _ _ __
Martin Scorsese's brutal black &
white movie uses prize-fighter Jake La
Motta,a vicious puncher, is seen as
animal from the opening. The movie
is honest in that it doesn't make excuses for its violence; ''Raging Bull''
is ugly because it is about a universal
ugliness. The fight scenes are spectacular, and Robert De Niro as La
Motta is a knockout and a sure
Academy Award winner come April.
Scorsese's direction is superb as ahe
carries this dark movie through the
very course he intended to.
KAGEMUSHA
Akira Kurosowa 's Japanese epic is
a great success in the important steps
of epic movie making. "Kagemusha"
tells its story with great narrative
drive, bigger-than-life battle sequences and quiet humanistic
moments. Kurasowa's story is about
a Japanese Samurai who also is a
crook but happens to physically
resemble the warlord. When the
warlord dies, he takes over to rule the
people. Kurosowa stages some great .
battle scenes but just as effective are
the smaller moments like when the little girl realizes her grandfather is a
fake. He let his thell)es of greed,
power, and people using other people, emerge through his powerful telling of this bold tale.

clOSE ENCOUNTERS--SPECJAL
EDITION
Yes, it should be eligible for a 1980
top ten list because director Steven
Spielberg's changes make this a
significantly better movie. Spielberg
went back, edited, added, deleted and
came up with a story that moves .
swifter and holds on closer to his
characters. Although most of the
material is old footage, .this new
"Close Encounters" is a essentially a
new cinematic experience. The ending.
has you inside the ship for a brief
time and unlike other viewers, I am
happy they did not take us on and extensive tour. Spielberg still realizes
that the greatest element of science
fiction is not only the spectacle of it
all, but our own vast imagination.
THE TIN DRUM
Gunter Grass' allegorical story is
brought to the screen with fine
cinematic flair. At three years of age,
the boy of this German movie consciously decides he will stop growing
to protest the atrocities of his world.
''Tin Drum'' takes place during World War I and the boy moves
through these times with a drum over
his shoulder ready to start banging
when he sees the injustices of his
universe. The stunted growth of the
boy is a good tool to stop and see
waht one man can do to another. The
''Tin Drum'' like all great allegories,
is filled with striking images. There is
one unforgettable scene where we see
the birth of a human being from that
child's point of view.
THE SHINING _ _ _ __
Instead of concerning hinself with
surprising and manipulating hes au(Continued on page llt
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RevieWS'By ~·~ Marketon
,. With a single on the charts. The recorded better. There are spots in

When I put this album on for the ·
change from the monotany of
the
album
that
are
weak
and
single
was
released
shortly
before
first
time, I immediately got a
listening
to
one
droning
rocker
1
the release of the album, creating without life, but the recording is after another. Don't get me wrong, radical,
..
a demand for the album, which is responsible for that. Buy this because I do like fast-paced rock turn-up-'the-spea~ers-let' s-blownow selling well.
album - it is one that you won't music, But I also believe there is out-the-neiglibors type of song. If
i1 When I heard this album for the want to miss if ·you're into an more to rock and roll than finding ·only it could continue. After listeni first time, I was impressed with hour's worth of good music.
out how many tweeters can be ing to the sheer pow;er of the first
the simplicity, and yet depth, of the ·
track on ·side one, I began to
blown with one album.
· alblim. The guitar work on the
Angel City records on Epic wonder if this was going to be
album is technically simple, but all
Records. and the quality of the another one in a fine line of albums
of the licks are tasty and enjoyable
recording is typical of Epic's past that Rush has released in the past.
to listen to. There is also another
works. Epic has a reputation for I was so blown away by the first
petson ·involved with the album
turning out high-quality recor- song that I must express disapthat deserves credit for his work.
dings, and this album is no excep- pointmerifin the rest of the album,
KeybOard specialist Mark Avsec
tion. For a good experince, put on as my expectations were lifted
·; performed every note of piano and
. the headphones and check this after hearing the first cut.
synthesizer on the album, and he
· album out. The stereo separation is
alSo .wrote or co-wrote every song.
i just right, not over exaggerated or,
Moving 'into the second song on
The performances he turns in are
on the other end of the spectrum, the album, I was in a rowdy mood, .
fresh and lively, as they bring a
monographic. There are some.fair- but Rli$b wasn't. They decided to
new-found originality to a too-often . ·
ly respectable qualities a~ut the mellow me out with a ·slower song
·, burnt-out rock scene. Iris a n d ' - - - - - - - - - - - - album's recording, as it is not too that concentrated on . emotional
work well together sharing
bassy nor is it too shrill. The per- feeling a lyrical value. The song: , , :
sons
behind the mixer board knew picked up in tempo tQward tl;te erid
DOnnie Iris' "Back on the stfeeis'J
v0c81s,
a1so.
The
two
artists
have
,. . . ~ $intllar· :voices, complimenting
I
what they were doing on this of ·the song, ·but the beginning biasMCA Records
album, if only the band did.
ed my judge~ent, and I was not .
.; .·ea~h . ()ther frequently throughout
.
.
I was not at all impressed with impressed at·all with th~ s0ng . . · · " ·
·Dorinie Iris is a product ·. of tbe the albUln.
Angel City, because there was
mutation between heav}'metal and _ . One of the songs I really enjoyed
.
nothing that stood out as specMoving on, the rest of the album
new wave. On his new album, some WaS the title track, "Back on the .
tacular on the album. They have seemed to fit into a pattern of fast·of the songs have a gut-rocking · Streets''. lt is an original piece that
kick to them, and yet others float has all of the qualities of a good Angel City, "Darkroom", Epic · the potential to make it big, but not moderaie-fast paced music. ·There
yet. Their music needs refining, is some riice guitar on the album,
past · with eerie keyboard works rock/pop song; it has a driving Records.
and some diversification of style. but all in all, it doesn't match the
radiating with originality. The best · vocal with adequate backup and
-----Angel City is a band from "down Today, no one can make it in the brilliant performance they turned·
songs on this new release, bas some really sweet guitar playhowever, are combinations of both. ing. The percussion and bass are in under" in Australia. Perhaps the rock world unless they can do more out on "Permanent Waves". It is
entirely possible that I was spoiled
Iris is a seasoned veteran of the perfect time with each other and Aussies like a different style of than one thing.
Another thing I didn't really care by their last album, and expected
rock scene, performing with there is some excellent keyboard music than I do, but I just could not
several no-name bands until . he playing in it, the kind that works get into this album. Angel City's for was the vocals. They sounded even better from them this time.
decided to pursue a solo career last cl0sely with the vocals and guitar. speciality is hard rock, but after lifeless and without me_!llling. At
Alex Lifesong, lead guitarist for
spring, when he recorded his first, · This particular song is one of the listening to one-half of the album, I times I could hear strain from the
and so far only, solo album. This is better ones I've heard in a while. began to think it was all they could lead singer. The lead guitar was the group, . once again delivers a
when the sweet smell of success It's not a ''Free Bird'.,, or a ''Won't play, although I was pleasantly passable, but there are far better more than respectable perforentered his life. His first release, Get Fooled Again", or a "Stairway surprised with "Wasted Sleepless talents around than that. Many mance, as he makes his guitar do
times in the course Qf listening to things that ~he average rock
Nights/Darkroom."
"Ah Leah!", was immediately to Heaven", but it's good.
·
The only problem with this This particluar offering was fairly the album I could not even detect guitarist can't.
picked up by radio stations nationbass
backup.
It
was
not
in
the
·back
and
was
a
welcome
album
is
that
it
could
have
been
.
kicked
wide, and he soon found himself
recording, rather it just was not
Bass player Geddy Lee turns in a
there.
Angel City need a lot of work and sweet performance on his axe, but
polishing before they can make it his vocals are at best, average.
in the U.S. market. If that's the One good thing to be said for him,
way rock music sounds "down however, is his keyboard playing.
under", more power to them, but if The keyboard licks are on the
they don't change, the only place things that takes this album from
Angel City is going to sell albums is mediocre to slightly above par. A
freshness is presented by Lee on
Australia.
- - - - the keyboards that's new to Rush,
but unfortunately, it's about the only thing on the album that's difAVAILABLE FOR STUDENTS
ferent from their past works.

Iris .combines
he.avy metal,
New Wave

.Avsec

,

A nge
· l .c·iY•·. Hard
rock from dOwn
·under

,

FINANCIAL AID
1HE U.S. AIR FORCE HAS SCHOLARSHIPS

ENTERING MEDICAL OR OSTEOPATHY
SCHOOL tlXT FAU.. BENEFITS INCLUDE:

All in all, this album is not bad, ·
as it does have some listenable
works on it. "Cameraman" on the
second side is an original,
stimulating piece of music. But I ·
think they have done better in the
past, and if I had to pick between
"Permanent Waves" and this one
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - at ~ record store, I would ·pick
"Permanent Waves".

FULL TUITION
ACADEMIC FEES
TEXTBOOKS &SUPPLIES
OVER-PER
YEAR CASH . .~
. :·
.Waries with marital status and prior mtl1tary_

. R h do
,
Latest _us
esn .t
match older wo~rk

serv1Ce)

••

GREAT INTERNSHIP/RESIDENCY OPPORTUNITIES .

Rush, "Moving
cury Records.

J

Pictures"; ~ Mer.. ···

. ·-

Buy ·Cri~r
·Classifieds

FOR FURTllR INFORMATION I APPLICATIONS ·

-CONTACT
Dale Lamphere
U$AF Medical Representative
Rm 226
W. 904 Riverside Ave.
Spokane, WA 99210
Call Collect: (5091 456-4584
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0
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1980 Movie Review (cont.)__
. .:........:.---------------~---~
dience, Stanley Kubrick made a far
· more fascinating picture. "The Shining" pot only studies a sane man turning insane but actually enters his
warped mind. Jack Nicholson plays a
caretaker who moves into an omnious
_resort with his family to perform the
janitorial duties for the winter. His
family is alone in the great, big castle
and as usual, Kubrick's technical
wizardry has a great influence on the
characters who populate his story.
This movie feels just right. The
hotel first looks enotmous but almost
' seems to grow smaller as Nicholson
turns into an ax-murdering madman.

lies within Nicholson's demented
mind.
THE TREE OF WOODEN CLOGS
Ermano Ohni 's three hour movie
won grand prize at the Cannes
Festival in 1978 but didn't reach most
of the country until early 1980. The
film observes rural Italy at the turn of
the century with such poetic objectivity that it sort of swe~ps us into the
characters and the world they inhabit.
The movie is constucted 3fl ·vignettes
all focusing on impoverished peasants
who live on a vast farmland. By the ·
. time Ohm's study is over, we really
get a feel for these people. The result
is a sad but warm movie-going exClaustraphobia forms and the auperience.
dience almost suffocates right along
with the main charater. Kubrick has BEING THERE - - - - thrown away the tiresome cliches of
Peter Sellers was outstanding in
the genre and instead, has caught the one joke comedy. Technically a 1979
true essence of horror. That horror film, "Being There" was not seen in

'

most of the country until last
February
As the simple-minded gardener sent ·
into the real world for the first time as
an adult, Sellers moves through theis
story maintaining one disposition. He
only knows about gardens and television but everything that comes out of
his mouth is taken as great, literary
words. He soon becomes top aide to ·
the President of the United States.
"Being There"coµld be about a lot
of things--fate, the superfluous leadership of our country, our desperation
to grab at things that sqund good but
are, in truth, meaningless, and the
way we see what we want to seein
other people. The Sellers' cahracter is
really a dim-witted man, blank
upstairs, . but the supporting
characters fill that blank with
whatever t.hcy need. "Being There" is
•. r

March 13 - - Man of La Mancha - Peter 0' Toole stars in this musical
about a 16th century writer and his
adventures as a visionary
crusader ~ Ellensburg· Public
Library, 6: 45 p:m.

Films
March 5 - - Deep Throat - - Unda
Lovelace in this quarter's x-rated
movie. ASC Film, 3, 7, 9:30 and
,. ·midnight. SUB Theatre.

March 15 - - The Late Show - - Stars
Art ·Camey and Lily Tomlin in
dramatic private-eye tale. Classic
Film, 7 p.m. Hertz Hall.

March 6 - - The Golden Voyage of
Sinbad - - John Philip Law plays
the legendary Sinbad who is locked
in a desperate struggle with the
black magician. Sinbad has many
adventures
with strange
creatures. Ellensb~rg Public
Library, 6: 45 p.m.

~

~

March 8 - - Newsfront - - Directed
by Phillip Noyce, the movie
presents a politically sophisticated
overview of the anti-communist
'50's. Newsfront makes good use of
newsreel footage - - from the opening shots of Chico Marx singing
"Waltzing Matilda" through
Richard Nixon, singing dog acts,
the conquest of Everest and ·
political strife. Classic Film, 7
p.m. Hertz Hall.
March 12 - - Dressed to Kill - Suspense comedy about sex and
fear in Manhattan with Angie
Dickinson, Fred Weber and
Michael Caine. ASC Film, 3, 7 and
9: 30 p.m. S~B Theatre.

March 20 - - Pollyanna - - Hayley
Mills is an orphan girl whose
"upbeat" philosophy touches the
hearts of a group of cynical adults.
Ellensburg Public Library, 6:30
p.m.

Art
March 6, 7-- Amateur Artist Show - Western Art Gallery, 318 N. Main,
Ellensburg.
March 7 - - MA Thesis Show
preview- - 3 p.m. Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery.
March 9-13 - - MA Thesis Show - Features Reid Peterson prints and
drawings and Larry Cada's architectural forms in wood. Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery.
March 16-20 - -Printing by · Patt

Organist set at church
:J

Organist Edward Parmentier
will present an afternoon of German and French baroque masterpieces March 8 at Ellensburg's
Grace Episcopal Church.
Sponsored by Grace Church and
the Central Music Department, the
free concert will begin at 4 p.m.
Sunday.
Parmentier has specialized in
the music of J .S. Bach and the
· French "clavecinistes" for harpsichord.
Having studied at Julliard
School and the Amsterdam Conservatory, he holds degrees from

Princeton and Harvard.
Parmetier teaches at the University of Michigan and performs with
the Ars Musica Baroque Orchestra.
Currently on a concert tour ·
through the Pacific Northwest, he
will perform on the Brombaugh
.tracker-action pipe organ at Grace
Church. The tracker instrwnent,
' developed during the 18th century,
- is especfally suited to baroque
music.
The Sunday afternoon program
will include works by Buztehude,
Frescobaldi, · Sweelinck, C.P.E.
Bach and J.s. Bach.

~~ ·~

~~~

".,..

HAIR

DESIG~lRS

Corner of
Third & ~ampson
962-25.50

Buchanan
Gallery.

~;;;'

Sarah Spurgeon

a marvelous black satire with one of
Peter Sellers' last and best ·performances.
THEGREATSANTINI _ __
This movie was very nearly never
· released, It first bombed in New
· York, was sold to cable television and
then found an audience in the big ap- ·
pie. It isn't an example of great
. moviemaking but it shows just how
far you can go with a sensitive script,
fine .acting, and a caring director.
Robert Duvall, one of the underrated acot~s of our country, teams
with Blythe Danner, one of the underrated actress; of our country. They
are both superb: He plays a macho
marine who .returns to his ·family and
tries to control them like he did his
. men.in tbe air force. The film slowly ·
centers on Super Daddy's relationship
with . his ~ldest · son, perceptively

played by Michael O'Keef. There ate
really effeetive 'basketball games that
reveal just how strained and disturbed
their relationship is.
.'' ·
Although the movie is obviously .
made on a low budget and could just
as easily work on . a living room
screen, .there is sut)erb acting and.
writing that makes for a very sUC'..
cessful drama

FOOTNOTE: Usually, this spac¢/is
reserved for a list of runners-up but ·
because · of this terrible year at ·the
movies, there are only two: s~
Spacek 's·portrayal of Loretta Lynri··in
"Coal Miner's Daughter" and . t)ie_·
funniest comedy in a long time~
"Airplart~ .." Lets hope next bJinSS
exitement back to a decaying ·
medium~..

·• >·

March 31.:·}Manhattan Transfer - -! Seatil~ Center Opera House.

Music
March 7 - - Ted Nugent with guest
Sammy Hagar ' - - Nicholson
Pavillion, 8 p.m. · -

00

March 7 - - Maynard Ferguson - Seattle's Moore Theatre 8 p.m.
March 8 - :.. Senior recital, Patty
Moyer, piano - - 3 p.m. Hertz Hall.
March 8 - - Edward Parmentier- - 4
p.m. Grace -Episcopal Church,
presented by the Department of
Music and Grace Episcopal
Church.

OFF ~~ ~~~: ~:~:

March 10 - - Band concert featuring
Concert Band and Symphonic
Wind Ensemble ;. - 8 p.m. Hertz
Hall.

FILM 36 EXP. C-41
DEVELOPING

March 11 - - Central Series, faculty
recital - .: 8 p.m. Hertz Hall.
March 13 - - Jazz Nite - -8 p.m. SUB
Ballroom.

50¢0FF.

March 13-14 - - Community Chorus,
H.M.S. Anatoe - - 8 p.m. Hertz Hall..
March 15 - - Chor-ale-QJncert - - 3
p.m. Hertz Hall.

FILM
DEVELOPING
.12 EXP. C·41 ·

·Ellensburg
Bicycle Shop

·Ifil~@c
·~

r~--~~---------------,

~;w@Il®

1$1.00 OFF Film Developing I

·come.See_Us
Tuesday - Friday
·12-6
Saturday 10-5

1 '. .

Sunday - ·Monday
Closed

~

I·· ·· .·

·1

·

20 Exp. C-41

24 Exp. C-41
36 Exp. C-41

,

I

1
I

I 50¢ OFF Film Developing I
12 exp C-41
·
I
L-------~------------J
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Central sweeps distr.ct playoffs
The long and winding
road ·to Kansas City
'

By Alan Anderson

and Matt McGillen

t

GO GET YOUR OWN, FELLA: All-District forward Steve Pudists
:refuses to s,hare with St. Martins Pete Dougherty. The 6-7 junior scored
nm~ points in Centrals 49-43 victory last Saturday night at Nicholson
Pavilion.

Cc iis down SFU, St. M's for title
Freet!:.. ·~vs - something that has
been a proolem for Central most of
the year ~ were welcomed
wholeheai·d~dly by the Wildcats
Monday mght, proving to be the
key factor ir: their 58-51 win over
top-seeded St. Martin's for the
District I title.
,
Central' s £L1al eight points came
from the charity line. Lucky
Taylor and John Harper hit for
three each c.nd Steve Pudists made
two, as they outscored the, Saints
8-2 in the final two and a half
minutes, sweeping the best-ofthree seri es in two straight.
The Saints lead 16-10 with 9:01
remaining in the first half. Central
ran off a string of 10 straight
points, however, to take a 20-16
lead with 3:33 to go, and St.
Martin's never led again. The
'Cats w2r·e in front 26-22 at thE
halfway n'!:irk.
. After fh «:.. ,ff :mtes of play in the
second ha , ; Czntral held their big·
gest adva. 0 i;a~e of the game, 38-30.
But t: .:. Saints scored seven
straight tc pull within one, 38-37,
with 9: 2D :-e:maining.
Cen tr2~'s
John Holtman
answe r~:. 1v-ith a breakaway
bucket and after a Tony Willis twopointer for SMC, the 'Cats hit for
four more to push the lead back to
five, 4~-39, wlth 7:50 to go in the
game.
The Wildcats, who were playing
without senior guard Mike Barney
- who couldn't make the trip due to
illness - f ( r the first time all year,
maintained the lead until the final
three :-d:autes when Willis and
Chris Iv~ ;Gee "' :i: two back-to-back
field goc.is to pull the Saints within
one.
After ty;o ccnsecutive time outs,
Central then began thier string of
eight straight freethrows with 2: 23
remaining. S~·-:c only interupted
once with :25 on the clock when
1

bounded St. Martin's, this time by
a 34-26 mark. The Saints were
whistled for 26 fouls while Central
committed 16.
"It feels damn nice," said Central coach Dean Nicholson 'of his
record-setting eighth consecutive
district title. "We'll take it with no
apologies.''
"This team went through hell
this year," he said. "We had some
ups and downs but we always
managed to come back. They
showed a lot of heart."
Holtman, the leading scorer on
The cwu mens basketball team this year's Central junior varsity
hosts the NAIA District 1 all- · ·team, took up some of the slack left
stars Thursday at Nicholson by the ill Barney. Although he
scored just four points, the hustling
P av1·1·'ion ( 7: 3Op.m.).
The Wildcats earned the host 5-10 sophomore put on a fine
role·for the all-star game by winn- ballhandling and passing display
ing the NAIA District I title - their in his longest game appearance of
eighth in a row. Central, seeded the season, which did not go unthird in the tournament according noticed by Nicholson.
"He played one fasntastic
to the dist:-;ct Krause Kount points, .
defeated tr~o-seeded St. Martin's in• game," Nic;holson said.
two $tr:3 ig ht games after
Of Monday's game, Nicholson
said, "They had a .big surge comeliminating Simon Fraser.
High-scoring forward Jay Triano ing at us and we still hung on. We .
of Simon F ~aser will be among the . managed to maintain great poise."
all-star pl&;ers. He will be joined i ·
"Central really played well,"
by teammate Mike Jackel; St. :'. said a somber St. Martin's coach
Martin's C'::ris McGee and Pete Len Stevens. "They played like
Doherty; Dave Lashua and John true champions. We needed to get
Greenquist of Pacific Lutheran; · over the hump in the second half
Bob Kenne:.y and Scott Copan of but couldn't seem to. They held us
Seattle Umversity and Dave Wet- every time· we came a:t them. They
handled it well."
ter and Tc.ny McWhirter of Whit- ·
man.
"We got into a situation where
we had to foul them and that's a
Tickets are $2 for adults and $1
for students. Central students with hard way to go through life - hav'd 'f
,
· els ·n b dmi , ing to give them so many op.,I?or- ,
1 enti icativn car
wi e a
t- . tunities and hoping they ca~'t
ted for 50 cents and children 12 free
capatalize on them," he said.
if accompanied by a parent.
"They vvere just a better team
For the g&.ne Central hit 23-of-47 tonight."
from the field ( 49 percent) and
As for the trip to Kansas City,
12-of-23 f-rom the foul line (52 per- Nicholson said, "We're not taking ·
cent), despite their O-for-5 free with us a great record, and we·
throw showing in the first half.
won't have a good seed, but we'll
The Wildcats once again out re- give it a helluva a run.
Willis hit a hoop. But by then the
damage had been done, and Central won the game going away.
John Harper led the way for the
'Cats with 21 points and 9 rebounds. Following him were Howie
Long and Lucky Taylor with 11
points each and Steve Pudists with
nine.

CWU faCes
all-stars

Like the wayward son that eventually returns to the stern - but forgiving - father, Central's Wildcats finally came home.
After a ·season marred by controversy, plauged with injuries and lit- '
tered with stunning upsets and late-game collapses, the 'Cats found
themselves playing the role of the rebellious child, wantingto please their
mentor, yet continually finding ways to do just the opposite.
And entering last weekend's District I tournament, from which the winner moves on to the NAIA National Tournament in Kansas City, Mo.
March 9-14, the Wildcats were rated no higher than third in the conference standings. And as a result, Central was cast in the unfamilar setting of non-favorite, despite having won the district title the last seven
years .in a row and 14 of the last 16.
But through it all, CWU Coach and patriarch Dean Nicholson remained
patient. And following his team's regular season-ending narrow two-point
loss to Athletes in Action, a perennially strong collection of ex-college
players whose roster is usually sprinkled with a NCAA Division I AllAmerican or two, "Nick", on the basis of his 17 years as Wildcat coach,
laid his cards on the table.
"We're not out of it yet. We'll be all right," he said. "We're still getting
our act together."
Central not only got its act together, they took their show on the road.
Act I. Faced with a do-or-die, loser-out game against Simon Fraser
University in Burnaby, B.C. in the opening round of thefour-team tournament, the Wildcats used a pair of free throws by the team's poorest free
throw shooter to slip by the Clansmen 67-66 in overtime a week ago.
Second-seeded SFU tried to ad lib a bit at the end, but a last second shot
- a shot the same player had made four times in a row - twirled the rim,
but would not drop as time ran out.
Act IL R !turning to the friendly confines of Nicholson Pavilion, the
Wildcats be'{an a best-of-three series with the district's top finisher, St.
Martin's College. Shaking off a sluggish start, the 'Cats overcame a
13-point St. Martin's halftime lead and eventually caught, passed and
then held on against the Saints for a heart-stopping 49-48 win in thier final
home-court appearance.
St. Martin's, too, tried to write a different ending. But once again a lastditch shot fell harmlessly away from the hoop as the game ended.
Act III. Needing jus~ a split of their final two playoff games to garner
their eighth consecutive trip to K.C., the Wildcats took to the road again,
traveling to Lacey to meet the Saints on their own turf.
-

'

The Wildcats' starting lineup, which because of sin, sickness and injury, has looked like a Bi-Mart lost and found at times (one never really
knew who you'd find in it), took an6ther jolt when one of the starting
guards- the only 'Cat to have played in every game - stayed in Ellensburg
,with a bad case of the flu.
No matter. Sparked by the play of a seldom-used Central junior varsity
sophomore and the aggresive inside play of Central's big men, the
Wildcats defeated a game, but simply outmanned Saint Martin's 58-51 to .
sweep the series and record their 17th consecutive pJayoff game victory
dating back to 19-76.
St. Martin's, with an enrollment of just over 400 students, tried to take
advantage of Central's year-long achilles heel - miserable free throw
shooting. But in the end the Saints succeeded only in putting the knife to
their own throats. Time and again, late in the game, when it counted ·
most, 'Cat after 'Cat dropped in foul shot on top of foul shot to insure the
victory.
Welcome back, Wildcats. We missed you while you were away.

goal, according to coach Len
Stevens was to work the ball
toward the hoop with 12 seconds remaining. Hif we ffiissed we'd have
had time for a second shot. 'ff they
got the rebound we could have fouled them and still had time to get
For the second consecutive
playoff game · the fate of the back down court after the
freethrow," he said.
Wildcat's unprecedented eighth
But aggressive defense by the
straight trip to Kansas City was in
Wildcats prevented St. Martin's
the hands Qf their oponent when it
from taking their shot until there
counted most. And for the second
were only five seconds remaining.
game in a row, their oponent was
The Chris McGee prayer bounced
unable to capatalize on the situaoff the rim and Central' s Steve '
tion, thus giving Central victory '
Pudists came down with the renumber one in the best-of-three
bound while the remaining seconds
series agait1st nwnber one rated
ticked off the clock.
St. Martin's.

Central 49
St. Martins 48

With Central up 49-48 with : 36 on
the clock the Saints called a pair of
time outs to get organized. Their

. Continued on
page 13
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CWU 49, SMC 48

They just got to play the kind of
game they like to play. They want
Continued from page 12 to reach and they want to gamble a
lot."
In the early going, it looked as
"The game should never have
though the Saints were well on been that close. Our guys got clobtheir way to clinching the crtdal bered in the second half," a
first game of the series, as most of thourghly disgusted Stevens said.
Central's first half shots circled . "The officials called a different
the rim and dropped ·off, leaving kind of game in the second half
• them with 5-for-22, a mere 23 per~ than they did in the first. It's the
cent mark for the half. St. Martin's ones they don't call that kill you."
held a commanding 29-16 lead at
Nichloson disagreed. "The dif-_
intermission.
ference in the second half was our
But whatever coach Dean defense, pure and simple. We
Nicholson said at the break made a didn't sit back and let them dictate
big impression on the 'Cats as they everything to us. We just had much
came out of the locker room ready better intensity.''
to play ball. On a slow but sure at"We played in tough luck,"
tack, they were finally able to .take Nicholson said referring to the lack
a 55-54 lead with 5: 40 remaining. It of shots going down in the first
was a lead th~y never relinquish- half. "We had some great inside
ed.
shots, they just weren't going in.''
"The· game should never have
John Harper and Steve Pudists
• lead the second half spurt with six been that close. Our guys got clobpoints apiece· followed by Eli bered in the second half," a
Carter who added five. On the .thourghly disgusted Stevens said.
game Harper and Carter l~d the · "The officials called · a different
Wildcats with 12 and 11 points. kind of game in the second half
scorers for St. than they did in the first. It's the
respectively.
JUST ONE WOK TELLS IT ALL: CWU center Howie Long raises bis
Martin's included l'ipl Whitworth ones they don't call that kill you."
'-------fist
in triumph after scoring 11 points in the Wildcats 58-51 District I
with 12, and Pete Doherty with 11. - Nicholson disagreed. "The difchampionship
game with St. Martins in Lacey Monday.
The Wildcats hit 21-of-51 from ference in the second half was
the field (41 percent) and 7-of-8 defense, pure and simple," he said.
from the foul line (88 percent). St. "We didn't sit back and let them
Martin's connected on 16-of-28 . dictate everything to us."
bucket attempts (57 percent) and
"We played in tough luck"
16-of-23 shots from. the freethrow Nicholson said of his teams inability to sink several first half at• line (70 percent).
. Central out~rebounded the Saints tempts. "We had some great inside
28-19 and committed six more fouls shots, they just weren't going in."
(22-16). .
· "I thought we did a good job," he
Grant then transferred to Wenat- leading the Rangers to an ft..2
Mike Grant, a three-tilne all"Our kids played well," Stevens said. "We played with much better
· league running back at Curtis High chee Valley College where he won season and the conference title.
said. "Our game plan was perfect. •intensity in the second half."
Grant, .whose collegiate exSchool in Tacoma and a former the state junior college 100 and 200
perience~ as a wide receiver, says
state junior college sprint cham- meter titles in the spnng of 1979. ·
pion, has enrolled and will play
He didn't play football at Wenat- · he doesn't care whether he plays at
football for the Wildcats this fall.
chee, but then transferred to Olym- wide r~eiver· or running back for
''Mike will give us a dimension pic Junior College. At Olympic this Central.
·
Steve Dade, just a 36 percept ingman played only three minutes
we
haven't had before-speed," an fall·, he caught 23 passes for 475 ·
in
the
second
half,
however,
before
free throw shooter for the season, being benched by CWU Coach
Cont• .on ·page 15
hit two pressure-packed foul shots Dean Nicholson for shooting nottoo obviously pleased head coach Tom yards and seven touchdowns,
with 1: 08 left in the overtime to
infrequently. Taylor did not play at p~~~~ho will be a J'unior, .is
provide the · margin of victory · all in the overtime.
• against the Clansmen.
John Harper added 12 points and \ rated a blue-Chipper by the CWU
coaching staff.
A lot of action, however, followed
Barney nine.
"We think he has unlimited
in that last minute of play. Simon Mike
Triano, the top scorer for the
fraser's Jay Triano, the district's Canadian National Team that potential," assistant coach Mike
Dunbar, who hapdles the
leading scorer - and a fo0r-time
would have represented Canada in . recruiting for the Wildcats in the
unanimous choice for all- the ill-fated Moscow Olympics,
conference honors, hit a pair of was held to a paltry three field ' Puget Sound area, said. "He will
free throws of his own to pull the goals in ·15 attempts.
give us a deep threat in the passing
Clansmen back to within one,'67-66,
The 6-4 senior however canned . game and a deep threat in the
with 55 seconds left.
all U of his free throws on his way kickoff game."
Holding onto that slim edge, the to 17 points, well below his leagueCentral will be the fourth college
*news~f
for Grant. He enrolled at Boise
'Cats were content to stall .away
25
average of
· In two State University after .graduating
the remaining few seconds. Simon leading
previous games with Central,
Fraser had other ideas, however, Triano scored 30 and 39 points.
from high_school and was the Bron•
""and Neil Beiker knocked the ball
Jackel, who missed the potential cos' starting wide receiver in his
away from .Vern Adams. In the game-winner' topped all scorers freshman season. He caught 10
passes for more than 200 yards and
scramble for the loose ball, Adams wiµi 19.
two touchdowns ..
was called for a foul and Beiker
•U111111H..Ullll""H"'weneq. . .1111111H1W•-1HW-IHllllllU8UIHHlnalHe
went to the line for a .one-and-one
i
with a chance to put the Clansmen
5 ~
ahead.
i5
The 6-4 junior missed the front
I
end of the bonus, however, and
Central's Eli Carter controlled the
rebound. Carter passed to Adams,
who was immediately fouled with
22 seconds to go.
·
exhibits~
·With an opportunity to clinch the
contest, Adams failed to convert
!
5
the first shot of his one-and-one.'
a
Simon Fraser rebtmnded and called timeout with 11 seconds left to
set up one last shot.
Simon Fraser worked the ball inf eatures*comics*photos*etc.
to their second leading scorer,
Mike Jackel, for the final shot,
which he took along the baseline ·
where he had sunk his last four attempts.
~ wedding
The ball wouldn't go down this
time, as it spun around the hoop
twice and fell to the floor with time
expiring before the Clansmen
• could get off another shot.
Howie Long, just returning to top
form after a slow-healing injury,
paced the Central attack with 14
points~ -Right behind him was
Lucky Taylor who scored 13 points,
309 N. Pearl 925-9560
12 in the first half. The 6-8 sw-

"'°P

Enrollment of All-league hack
pleases CWU coach ·Parry

Central 67,· SFU 66

1

a11

we can't be
·things to all people.
But we try ...
or the readers who like to
be infffimed on campus and local
issues.

*sports-covering all sports, team
and intramurals.

TYPING .

I

i

*arts and entertainment-the latest
in the "w orld of entertainment here
and regionally with informatioi;t.
on the newest art
*centraline-campus activities
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K.C. express hack on the track

Seventeen-year CWU coach Dean Nicholson holds up two victory signs .
one for each playoff triumph over St. Martins.

Finally regaining top form during the playoffs, Howie
Long provided much of the Cats steam during district.

Super soph'omore John
Holtman took up some of
the slack left by the absence
of Mike Barney. The 5-10
guard sparked the Cats with
his hustling play.
All-District Steve Pudist also played a major role in ·
CWU's eighth straight district championship.

Six-foot-seven John Harper nearly derailed the Saints himself. The AllDistrict forward poured in 21 points in the playoff ·final.

Photos by Tom· Foster
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Woinen finish 11-15

L-C
State,
Seattle
U
top
'Cats
L-C State 72
'

CWU 71

Two free throws by Pam
Cursman with four seconds · r emaining gave Lewis-Clark State a
72-71 victory over CWU Saturday
in women's basketball action at
Nicholson Pavilion.
The foul shots ruined a great
comeback by the 'Cats and an even
greater
performance
by
sophomore Donna Balmer.
Balmer hit 11 of 13 field goals, including nine straight, in the second
half as .CWU overcame a 41-21
halftime . <;leficit to go ahead 71-70
on a pair of foul tosses by Balmer
and, 11 seconds left in the game.
The Puyallup sophomore guard
finished with a se~son-high 30

points, hitting 14-of-20 from the
floor all in the 15-25 foot range.
Lewis-Clark built its 20-point
halftime lead on the strength of a
40-22 rebound advantage and 21
percent shooting by CWU. But, the
'Cats then hit 22-of-35 second half
shots to get back in it.
Cursman and Claire Bouman
paced L-C with 23 points each and
20and16 rebounds, respecively.
Central completed its Northwest
Empire League season with a 4-10
record.

in a women's basketball game at
Nicholson Pavilion.
Seattle broke out of a 38-38 tie
· early in the second half and went
on to defeat the Wildcats, 76-52. ·
The 'Cats conunitted 28 turnovers, compared to just 18 by
Seattle. SU also hit 17-of-35 secondhalf field goal attempts.
Sue Stimac led the Chiftans with
22 points and Sue Turina added 15.
Turnina also had eight rebounds.
The 'Cats were led by the eight
points of Tamie Shannon, Ann
Barstow and Cheryl Holden. Kim
Wilson pulled down 11 rebounds.
Central completed its season
SU
CWU 52
with an 11-15 record. Wilson and
Shannon are the only two seniors
Central gave Seattle University on the team and they were
a scare before finally falling vie- presented with a corsage by coach
tim_to the Chieftain press Tuesday Dorothy Purser before the game.

76,

Central's Ann Barstow hitS a lay-in

'Blue chipper' ·to
join CWU

"Gimmie that thing!" L-C State's Kathv Lehnfng lets it be known she wants
the ballfromCentral's Tammie Shannon.
·
·

UGLY.BEAR
TAVERN
Kegs to Go .
·$ 28 plus deposit

Call
§t()()~()ll) Lll~I~

·gtff3JS ,.11~()~ff3
Call in an idea*for a story and win?
This week's winner: Jerry Priori
Nobo©r can do it
Id's like McDonald's can™

PA

I@

1304 Canyon Rood . ',,25-6101

~·
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Howell places 37th
Roger Howell placed 37th overall
and third among NAIA District I
runners Saturday in the Trials End
Marathon at Seaside, Ore.
The CWU sophomore was timed
in 2:43.21. The marathon served as
the district championship. ·
Cont. from page 13
Western Washington was the on"I'll play wherever they need
ly other district school to enter a
· runner and it took first, second, · me," Grant, who has a best of 9.5 in
· the 100 said.
fourth, fifth and sixth places.
Grant is the cousin of New
"Roger was running ninth
overall (and first in tbe district) at Orleans Saint wide receiver Wes
the 24-mile mark," coach Spike Chandler and naturally he has
Arlt said, "but then he came down discussed the .art of playing the
position with him.
with a sideache."

"The .main thing he has told me
is there are a lot of receivers who
are fast but not many who can
catch the ball. He says always use
your hands as a camera and just
watch the ball and take a picture."
Central football coaches are hoping the picture for the Wildcats will
be much brighter this fall with _
Grant in the lineu .
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Ronischon takes two firsts

Women tankers finish highest ever 3rd
the top five in the field of 11 northwest teams at the meet, which.
was held at Lewis and Clark col-.
lege in Portland.
"I was really pleased," Gregson
said. "Thinking back to where we
were last year and what we ,
thought we had at the beginning of
this year, the distance we've come
is really tremendous."
"It was a very strong meet," he
said. "The quality has at least
doubled since last year. With this
team a year ago we -would liave
walked away with it (the title)."
He also added, "In division III (a
lower division for non-scholarship

By Alan Anderson
The CWU womens' swim team
wrapped up what coach Bob
Gregson had anticipated to be justi
a mediocre season in winning form'
last weekend, taking third ih the
AIAW Region IX championships.
Celeste Robischon led the way
with both Central's first place,
finishes in the 50 and 100 freestyles
with her times of 25.4 and 56.0i
respectively. Her 50 time broke her
own school record. This is the third·
time she has broken the record
since she joined the team mid-wayi
through the season.
Other individual top three·
finishes for the Wildcats were turned in by Pam Ruggles (3rd, 200
preaststroke, 2:39.7) Shannor.
Tweit (3rd, 200 free, 2:04.3) and;
Lisa Olander (3rd, 3-meter1
diving).
Two Central relays bettered\
school record times, as the 200.
medley team of Robischon, Rug-;
gles, Julie Harshbarger and Linda~
Ashburn turned in a third place;
1:59.4 and the 200 free team ofl
Robischon, Ashburn, Tweit and\
Laurie Partch topped the previous:
record of 1:45.9 with their 1:44.571
mark and finished second place.!
·They missed the championship by;
a mere four hundredths of a se-:
cond.
CWU's 400 medley relay team of
Robischon, Ruggles, Harshbarger;
and Tweit finished in a 4:22.4, seiz-·
ing third place and missing the
school record by just less than a second.
Just as predicted, Central's
str~ngth was in their depth, says

schols)' where we belong, we
would have qualified a lot of kids
for nationals.
Other place finishes include
Tweit (500and1650 free), Ashburn
(100 and 200 IM, 50and100 breast),
Harshbarger 400 IM and 200 fly),
Partch (400 IM, 100 and 200 fly),
Ruggles (100 breast), Robischon
(50 back), Robbie Chandler (50, 100
and 200 breast), Anna Terhaar (50
and . 100 breast), Anne Rodrigue
(50, JOO and 200 backstroke),
Stephanie Ward (50 and 200 back,
100 and 400 IM), Terry Richey .(400
IM and 1650 free) and Julie Lorang
(50 and 100 back).

I Track team travel,s
t

to Polar Bear Relays

Celeste Robischon, a junior from Olympia, racked up two first place
finishes and bettered three school records at last weekends regional
.meet.
coach Bob Gregson, as the women
qualified 34 individual for the .
championship and consolation·
finals, racking up 437 points, third

to champion Willamette with 471:
and runner-up Lewis and Clark
with 457. Pacific Lutheran and'
Eastern Washington rounded out

·....

The CWU mens' and womens'
track teams travel to Bellewe
Saturday for their second outdoor
track meet of the 1981 season in the
Polar Bear Relays.
The Wildcats earned a pair of
first places in both the men's and
women's divisions last weekend in
the Pre-Polar Bear meet at Pacific
Lutheran University in Tacoma.
Nancy Gregg high jumped 5-2, a
regional qualifying mark, and the
400 meter relay team of Alice Pleasant, Denise Steele, Sheri McCormick and Shari Potter was timed
in 51.1 for the CWU wins.
Winners for the Central men included John Freeburg in the 5,000
meters in 15:21.6 and Darrell
Charles in the long jump with a
leap of 22-11 ¥4.
"We had several solid perfor·mances," CWU women's coach
Jan Boyungs said, "especially
from Alice Pleasant in the long
jump, Laura Myers in the 800
meters, Steele in the 400 meters
and McCormick in the 200
meters."
Pleasant finished second in the
long jump in 17-1 and had a scratch
leap of nearly 19 feet. Myers finished second in the 800 in 2: 24.5 and
'McCormick earned a second in the
:200 in 26.9. Steele also earned a se\cond with her 1: 03 clocking in the
400.
j "At this point in our training, we
are looking good. The weather has
been on our side so far," Boyungs
said.
In addition to the firsts of
Freeburg and Charles, the Wildcat
men earned one second and four
thirds in the non-team scoring
event.

Charles, the school recordholder was second in the triple
jump with a leap of 45-3;2. Alan
Taylor finished third i"1 the high
jump (6-4). Greg Thomas was
third in the 400 (52.5) and Jim
Holding placed third in the intermediate hurdles 58.3).

March ll

meeting on
parking rules
Central has scheduled a public
hearing March 11 to review proposed changes to its campus parking
and traffic regulations.
The rule_s are included in
Chapter 106-116 of the Washington
Administrative Code, and encompass pedestrian, bicycle and motor
vehicular traffic, and on-campus
parking,
The 9 a.m. hearing will be in the
Kachess Room of CWU's
Samuelson Union Building.
Proposed revisions include
recognizing disability parking permits issued by other state agencies
and providing for handicapped
parking areas.
Other minor revisions involve
updating building names and
changing terminology.
Interested persons may obtain a
copy of the proposed changes at
the University Relations Office,
Edison Hall 106. Those who wish to
submit Information or objections
to the proposal may contact that
office in writing before March 11,
or attend the Wednesday morning
hearing.

Kegs to. go

$28

BUCKBOARD
TAVERI't.
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;

$21 pony.
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~
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Intramurals
Softball
..,

~

·official

: Basketball playoffs

of the

Int;amual softball will start play
during spring quarter with sign-up
sheets available in the intramural
office starting March 9. Team
managers may pick up these
sheets, fill out the team roster, and
return them with the registratio~
fee. Managers should bear in min~
there is a limit of 96 teams.
:

In the men's 6-foot and under
league, the top two teams .from
each division will compete m an
eight team playoff.
. In the men's A, B, and C leagues
••Brenda Kortlever••
the first place teams from each
division will compete along with
Brenda has consistently shown
two wild card teams forming their
the kind of confidence, knowledge
eight team tourney. The wild card
of rules, and hustle that makes an
teams will consist of the second outstanding official. While Brenda
Dateline
place finishers with the . best only officiates one game night,
records.
she spends the remainder of ' her
March 9 Pick up registration forms
All playoffs will begin on Tues- time supervising for the inApril 9 Deadline for sign-up 5 p.m:
day, ·March 10 and run. through tramural department. Brenda's
April 9 Managers Meeting 5 p.m. ,
Thursday the 12th. Playoffs for reliability and skills have made
April 13 Play begins
berths into post-season action must :her an asset to the intramural protake place on the 9th.
Playing schedule
gram.

'week

a

Men's A League
Ladies L League
Co-Ed W League
Co-Ed X League
Men's B League
Men's C League
Co-Ed Y League
Co-Ed Z League

M-W 3p.m.
:::

::~:

M-W 6p.m.
T-T '. 3 p.m.
T-T :4 p.m.
T-T !5 p.m.
T-T :sp.m.

-----Men swimmers
at nationals

1

Basketball leaders·

Division 1

in planning

"76ers"
.The "76ers" have been chosen as
the outstanding team of the week.
This "A" league team has used the
triple threat of quickness, outside
shooting, and inside heighth to post
.
a perfect 9-0 record.
, The team has hit the 100 pomt
lmark twice this season.
i The inside strength of this team
;comes from 6-foot-7 Dave King and
:6-5 Al Tuley; they also get ex!cellent shooting from Plato
;Dimakos and Mike McCormick.
: The quickness and defense ~at
lmakes this team work is supplied
1by Ron Billing, Mike McGuire and
'. Russell Burke. With all this talent,
!the "76ers" could be the team to
:beat for tile _ISP Championships.

:central Outdoors Programs pro•mises more than five feet of snow
iat White Pass for a two-day winter
~camp-out March 7 and 8.
I Everyone i~ in~ited to. the
1snowshoe hike-m, with $8 regIStration covering transportation, ,
,showshoes, and some equipment
!from Tent N' Tube.
·
j Participants will provide their
•' own food and clothing. The ac!itivities will include: showshoeing
\in about two miles, building igloos
land receiving instruction on basic
\mountain safety~ winter camping
land emergency measures.
For more information, call Jen;nifer Nelson at CWU recreation,
!3-3512.
f

Men's "A" League
76ers

SlamdlDl.ks
X's

9 0

7 2
7 2
;

Men's "B" League

~~

Sports Elite 8 1

0

#

Ski

*

I

:
:
:

'

Men's "C" League
Gang Green

0

f}

0
I
1

Men's "D" League
1

Outlaws

7 2

R&R's

7 2

Blazers

5 4

Men's "E" League
2
2

I

Women's "W" League
0

Co-Ed "Y" League

''AIN'T NEVER SEEN
NO ARTESIANS"

Co-Habitation 4 4

1

..

~

~

I

CWU's only scheduled tenrus
competition for the month of
March is this weekend in the
• University of Puget Sound Invitational.
After the two-day tournament
(March 6-7), the Wildcats are idle
until the first of April.
Central made its 1981 debut Saturday and failed to win a single
-set against Eastern Washington,
losing 9--0.

1.·

Division 2

W L

Competition began today for the
smallest mens' swim team Central NCW Finest 9
has sent to the national meet in 10
years.
Six men are competiting in the
'
four-day met at William Jewell
College in Liberty, Mo., and accor- . Another team· 9
ding to coach Bob Gregson,
chances of a top team finish are
slim to none.
• "This is the first year we could
8
drop out of the top ten since 1971," LAGNF
he said. "However Bob Kennedy
:
and Tom Dunning should place
well individually."
Kennedy and Dunning will each
7
be swimming the 100 and 200 ROTC
• backstroke, while Kirk Fletcher Joint Effort 7
and Tom Osborn each qualified in
;
the 100 and 200 breaststroke. The
~
other two CWU swimmers in individual events are Bruce Fletcher
9
in the 50 freestyle and Wil Deloney KART
in the 100 free.
All six of the men will be competing in · the three qualifying
I
relays. Deloney, Bruce ~letch~r,
Dunning and Kennedy will swim U'ack & Jills 8
both the 400 and 800 free relays and
Bruce Fletcher (freestyle) and Wil
Deloney (butterfly) will be joined
in the 400 medley relay by either
• Kirk Fletcher or Deloney
(breaststroke) and Kennedy or
Dunning (backstroke). Gregson
said the exact entry will depend on
who is swimming well at the time.
Simon Fraser has won the national meet every year since 1972,
and Gregson believes this will be
their ninth straight. ''Two weeks
ago 1 would ·have said no, .(they
wouldn't win it), but now I'd say
they have a good chance."

• Tennis team
plays tomorrow

Snow campout

Team. of the week

Schweitzer
~
Sand Point,
Idaho
Offers 15 % off

~~ti

"I been drinking Olympia
beer going on forty ..forty~one
years now Heard about that
Artesian brewing water they
use. Amt never seen no
Artesians. Don't know what
they do. But whatever it is,
sure makes the beer taste
good. If ever I do meet a~
Artesian, I'd like to sh?ke ~
hand. If'n he's got a hand.

..
•

Area

*

Week-Day Accomodations
t

!

Ask For : SPRING F~'1;ER CURE

•

-Beat The Final's Blues

208 263-9555 -for Reservations

''lt\41.6 water''
~,.
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Centraline
Snack workshop

First Baptist concert

·"Food, A Snack Happy Affair" workshop will be presented by the aawt
Method Education Class. It will be held Tuesday, March 10, from 7-9 p.m.,
Michaelson Hall, room 127.
Snacks are an ·important part of our diet; they can be fun, easy and
nutritious. Topics include: international snacks, creative party snacks
and snacks anyone can prepare.

On March 8 at 11 a.m. the First Baptist Church of Ellensburg will present Carol Hendricksen in concert. Carol performs original music in a
soft contemporary style. Everyone is invited to share in this special event
March 8, ~1 a.m., at the First Baptist Church, Fourth and Sprague.

Garrity to speak

LDS social

President Garrity will speak on the subject "Success Among the Ivy",

a President's eye-view of what students need to know to make college a

Everyone is welcome to the University Ward closing social for win~er
quarter. The festivities begin at 6:30 p.m. on Friday, March 6 in the
Ellensburg Chapel on Anderson and Manatoba.

succesful experience on Friday, March 6, 12 noon at the L.D.S. Institute of.
Religion.

Aid applications available

Career explorations class

Applictions for financial aid for 1981-82 are available in the Office of
Financial Aid, Barge Hall 209. Students who are applying for financial aid
at Central for 1981-82 must complete the Financial Aid Form and the Central application form. Deadline date for submission is March 15, 1981. Applications recieved after March 15_ will receive full consideration but
awards to late applicants will depend solely on availability of funds after
awards have been made to "on time" . applicants. Undergraduate
students are, also, required to apply for Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants. The &sic Grant application is included on the Scholarship
Financil Aid Form.

Confused about your future? Changed majors once and are considering
it again? Unsettled about job prospects? Do not know where to look for
career information?
To find out answers to these questions and to discover more information about yourself consider spending one and a half hours per week next
quarter effectively planning your future in Career and Llfe Exploration,
EXST 110• .

Campus recruit listings
CAMPUS INTERVIEWING: The list of campus recruiters is posted
daily at career Planning and Placement Center, Barge 105. We have
many services for our candidates and wish to extend an invitation to you
to stop by and make yourself acquainted with otir office.

~taey

Registration for placement files
_PLACEMENT REGISTRATION AND JOB NOTIFICATION: Seniors
who are graduating in March, or wh<> will be doing field studies, internships, etc., during Spring Quarter, should set up their placement files
before leaving campus. Registration papers may be picked up at Barge
105.
. .

lifestyle discussion

A UlSCussion/talk about Military Lifestyles, will be presented Wednesday, March .11 from 2-3 p.m. in Black 101. The discussion is being sponsored by the Aeronautical Science deparbnent.

Job listing hooks available
JOB lJSTINGS: CWU students, on campus and still seeking a position,
should check the job listing books at Career Planning and Placement
Center; Barge 105. Job listings are typed on a day-to-day basis.

· ~ Rummag~ sale
Spring Cleaning? Let us be of help. CWU International Club is planning
a Rummage Sale to help raise funds for its club activities. We need items

Campfire jobs available

to sell: Old, unused furniture, household appliances destined for discard
by you would be welcomed by us! So remember ·US during your spr.ing
cleaning~ We can be reached at: Tatsu 963-3257; Dan 962-6979; International Programs office 963-3612.

Jr

Camp Zanika · Lache, Wenatchee Campfire; Work available June
14-August 2. Interview date is set for Thursday, March 12from1-4: 30 p.m.
Sign up in the Student Employment Office, Barge Hall 205.

News fro~ the Iibr~ry

Off campus addresses needed
Students· receiving financial aid Spring Quarter, who will ~ offcampus, must make arrangements with the Financial Aid Office, Barge
209, by March ~8, 1981, and must provide verification of the off-campus
program and 8n off-campus address where checks are to be mailed.

·1
A selected, partially annotated list of new bookS from the Central
~I Library. On the new book sh~lves, Room ~' March 3-9.

NEW IN REFERENCE

41.

ILeo Troy. Almanac of business and industrial financial ratios. 1980.
. ~ Yearbook of higher education. 1980.
·
~. Peter G. Embrey and John P. Fuller, eds. Manual of new mineral names,
j l892-l9'1S•. 1980•

Kappa

D I p
e ta l meeting

Crier

• •
pos1t1ons
available
Students who intend to apply for
Campus Crier positions of editorin-chief or business manager may •
submit their applications now.
Openings exist ·for a spring
quarter editor and the business
manager position will begin summer quarter. Appoiptment of a
new editor will be for the spring
quarter and the business manager •
term runs from swnmer quarter
through spring quarter 1982.
Applicants for editor must have
completed or be taking Mass
Madia 347 (editing) and the
business manager must have com- •
pleted accounting 252 by the.time
their appointment becomes effective.
Applications for the editor's position are due ·in the Mass Media
Program Office, · Bouillon 244 by
Friday, March 6th. · Business •
manager applications must" be
received by April 15. (Accountant
should have no ·trouble remembering that date.)

In your written application cover
such items as college and universi- •
ty courses completed, professional
experience, and other information
which you feel will aid the mass
media faculty in making their
selection. Applicants should suggest a time when they will be
available for a personal interview.
Salary for the editor is $100 per
issue and the business manager
. receives $150 per month.

Oassified Ads

The March meeting of Kappa Delta Pi will be held on Tuesday, March
roonis for rent: $60 per month, $50 per
10, at 7 p.m. in SUB 206. The recent Northwest Regional Conference, . Sleeping
·i
·
•
.
..
. . i which has held Feb. 13-14 in Seattle, will be discussed, in addition to plans month. 609 No. Main.
. ~! Parma.tma Saran and Edwm Eames, eds. New ethnics, Asian Indians m ; for spring quarter. All members and other interested persons in the field
STUDY ABROAD THIS SUMMER - Kenya
~1 the Uruted States. 1980.
f ed
ti
· ·ted t tt d
France Eng1and Ireland Gennany China! 15
' H
ard H . p ekham. Histonc
· al Amencana,
·
books from which our ear1y · o
uca on are mv1
o a en . .
~I · ow
credits. Shoreline Community College, 16101
JI ,history is written. 1980.
Greenwood N. Seattle, WA 98133 (206) 546-4101.
~j Werner Lenggenhager. Historical markers and monument to the state of
~' Washington. 10 volumes.
.
Two scholarships are avialable for 1981-82: one to a Lake Stevens High The Feminist Women's Health Center provides
:: John Alexander Loraine. Global signposts to the 21st century. cl979, 1980. ·School graduate and one to a Snohomish High School graduate. Ap- abortions and free pregnancy screening. For
further information Ol' appointment call
~j Austin H. Kiplinger. Exciting 80's, a Kiplinger forecast for the ·next ; plicants must be at least of junior. status by Fall 1981, and majoring in . 57~.
Ji decade. 1979.
·education. Applications are available by contacting ADK Scholarship
~, 'Richard ~te. Land.use, environment, and social change, the shaping of Committee (Miss Jean Spangler, 1206 ~h, Marysville, WA 98270).
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
·, Island County, Washington. 1980.
·
·
·
Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields .
$500-1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info.
. ~· Ruth s. Kl)owles. American's energy famine, its cause and cure. 1980.
Write IJC Box 52-WA3, Carona Del Mar. CA •
~. Don B. Kates, Jr., ed. Restricting handguns, the liberal skeptics speak .
·
'926?.5.
~· out. 1979.
Applications are now being accepted in the Registrar's office for Spring
~' Alton Chase. Group memory, a guide to college and student survival in Quarter graduation. The deadline to apply is April 13.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Research
the 1980's. 1980.
If you are planning to complete degree requiremen~ Swnmer Quarter ·:?atalog-306 pages-10,278 descriptive listings:: B.Y. Irving and J. Spitzberg, Jr., eds. Universities and the international but wish to participate in Commencement this Spring, please apply in the Rush $1 (refundable). Box 2S097C, Los
., distribution of knowledge. 1980.
Registrar's ~ffice beginning April 1. Ap~lications will not be. a~cept~d Angelas, CA 90025. (213) 477-8226.
ii Carl Dahlhaus. Between Romanticism and modernism, four studies in . before that tlille. Swnmer gra~uates w~ be .allowed to participate m
JOBS IN ALASKA! Summer/yt:~r-round.
\the music of the later nineteenth century. 1980.
. Commencement on a space available basis only.
$800-2000 monthly! Parks, Fisheries, Nursing
~! John Drummond. Op .. in r :;pective. 1980. (An attempt to set opera..
and more! 1981 Employer listings, information '
guide. $4. Alasco, Box 9337, San Jose, CA 95157.
Marc~
: within the context of m an's
.ic-drama.)
1
i Cyril Aldred. Egyptian art in the days of the Pharaohs, 3100-320 B.C. 1980. 1:
MARCH GRADS- MAILING LIST: March graduates who have already
ELECTROLYSIS
_·: 3ernard Ceysson. Soulages. 1980. (described as geometry and crystal, as
registered
with Placement Center, and will be leaving Ellensburg, should Permanent removal of unwanted hair. Private
· Jecret and defying interprtation, the unnamed paintings by Pk.Te
confidential. For more information call
come in and complete the mailing list card in order to be notified of posi- and
'.• 3oulages are worth experiencing even reproduced in book forni.)
Midge Standley. 925-4353. ·
tions.
Incidentally,
if
you
have
already
accepted
a
position,
please
let
us
:: vi at auction, the year at Sotheby's Parke-Bernet, 1979/80. 1980. (Art
know the details, so we can keep our records current.
. ~old at auction pictured with sales prices),
Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns. Call
William, evenings at 925-5937.
;: ~ulpture at Storm King. 1980. (A photographic essay of the monumental,
~.: )utdoor sculpture at the 200 acre Storm King Art Center on the Hudson ·
or share expenses for summer first
'. River near West Point.)
' A discussion about locating one's position while boating, flying or hllt- House-sit
sessoin. Mature . female with 7 yr. old girl.
~ J. Robert Wills. Directing in the theatre, a casebook. 1980. (A case study ing, using a light weight, low-cost celestial sextant will be Thursday, 962-6768/627-4210.
~I :ext for analysis of problems in productiona dndirection. \
March 12. The meeting sponsored by the Aeronautical Science depart:. .Jominic Covvey. Computer consciousness, surviving the ·utomated 80's. : ment will be from 12-1 p.m. in the SUB Kachess Room.
·
REWARD
~· l980.
For lost blue plastic keychain with approx. 7
keys in N/Pav. Call 9~.
· ·-1arold Lorin. Aspects of distributed computer systems. 1980.
h~
· ·)J;es Kosniowski. First course in algebraic topology. 1980. (An introduc120 acre experimental fann, workir\g with
'Ory text which assumes no pre-requisite understanding of topology or
CWU drama department presents: The Shadow Box by Michael plant intelligences, seeks highly motivated,
' llgebraic topology)
· Cristofer. Directed by John Feigen the play runs March 12, 13, 14 at the gentle people to share work proceeds and ex·
r>eriences. 968-3235 evenings.
... \nthony Netboy. Salmon, the world's most harassed fish. 1980.
Threepenny Playhouse (Barge Hall). Admission is free.

~·

OTHER NEW BOOKS

'

1

Education scholarships ·

l

i

Applications for spring graduation

Addresses needed for

grads

•

Orienteering discussion

I
!

Shadow Box to
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Future looks bright for ECE 1najors .
By Charles Sablan

teaching. _
The student is prepared by tb~
department to instruct, experience, and learn with the
children and their parents. The
student who graduates with a major in ECE receives a Bachelor or
Arts Degree in Education, with a
Washington State K-9 provisional
1 teaching credential; as well as ex.pertise in teaching and operating
programs for children below the
: age of five.

As the chalk~!l .:: ·'f he 80's and
. 90's come in1.o view, economic in.· stability, en.: rfw shor :.:1ges, and
unemployment, just to mention a
· few; result in many households facthe necessity of a two paycheck
: inc9me to make ends meet. ·

mg
-v;

\

: £e. . ·~ eqq>hasis ~ be~g pla~ on ,

·• ~ fi;lJllily as a Uillt, with mor~ em-..
· pijards on career fulfillment . .
... s4ti$ucs report that one, in~. tw~
· ·-~~·ag today, end in diyorce,
l'h.l$ created a need for ~~nts.
~ U)'.,~. iJav · ·21 place where' they :can
:~~~pe: +', . :r • hildren d~~ :~otk-.
· .t 11)$~b0urs. Ai. the same ~~ }DaDY:
* reponsible parents reco~: the _
·'. iq)portance · -of educatiQnat; ' pro- ·.
~~for their children d~ the
·formative years. .
· '•
·
"

Before the student earns his/her
degree, they will have no less than
three quarters of guided direct experience with young children,
which exposes them to more
hands-on teaching and curriculum
development than any other educational program here at Central.

..)

. ·c:.: Ttie career·projection tof-. ~~ -

For students who are in doubt
abOut their career choice, the ECE
program at Central has a course
.f
•. ilnd
a1s bright.
for theServices
BO's arid
..··:such·
_9·.·.···;·s·:
0
cl ·.1
as ··
designed to introduce them to work
· 'da ~ ' , nursery schools, canipS; '
witlichildren early in their college
.~~ . rent-care-centers Will .
catee:r. lit ECE 292, students work
· tmti~ to expand rapidly . .t\s of,nght .
with children in the WCECE
.now.,:the demand in these'are8$ex·
classroom, learning and practicing
~the supply. In additiQn, cm.
·the fundamentals of guidance> curtr~;s ECE prograJD pr.e pares ... · ted by · groul;S · ·._ ~f . li~~ly
The children are here Monday -...onuru'tted manner. The school is ricwtim implementation and mainte1ldiers for grades K-3 of . the ~. :::.a
through Friday, to be taught and characterized by a child-centered taining the physical environment.
public schools. A teacher shortage ·
~n.
..
. . t
-at these levels is predicted as .weil.
These children range ftom three cared for under expert supervision. approach to teaching and cu.r:. ·. They also participate in a two-day
·
staff the r1'culum. In pract1'ce, this means seminar each week.
'
· ·
to eight years of age (pre-school We11-trained professionals
· "· .central faces the challenge: of · through grade three), they are center, and Central students ma- the potential teacher strives to
For more. information contact
ttie ·future with an innovative ap- : enrolled in a combination· school joring or minoring in ECE use it as discern his/her beliefs about Dale E. Otto, Director, Washington
pro.ach toward ECE. Walking · and child study, laboratory at Cen- a training ground for their careers. teaching, to know each child, and Center for Early Childhood Educathrough the hallways of Hebeler tral. This unique school is the focus
The ECE faculty responds to the .. to understand child development. . tion, 100 Hebeler Building.
School, a visitor is treated to a of the Washington Center for Early student's individual needs, in- These three facets fortn a sound
wide variety of activities Childhood Education (WCECE). terests, and goals, in a conscious, base for all curriculum and
· 'cbildhoon Education (EcE}:;.t. p~o-- '

·i. ~s·.

con-'

·
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